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COPYRIGHT AND RESTRICTIONS

The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted materials. The various state privacy acts govern the use of materials that document private individuals, groups, and corporations.

Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a reproduction if the document does not infringe the privacy rights of an individual, group, or corporation. These specified conditions of authorized use include:

- non-commercial and non-profit study, scholarship, or research, or teaching
- criticism, commentary, or news reporting
- as a NPS preservation or security copy
- as a research copy for deposit in another institution

If a user later uses a copy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair use," the user may be personally liable for copyright, privacy, or publicity infringement. This institution's permission to obtain a photographic, xerographic, digital, or other copy of a document doesn't indicate permission to publish, exhibit, perform, reproduce, sell, distribute, or prepare derivative works from this document without first obtaining permission from the copyright holder and from any private individual, group, or corporation shown or otherwise recorded.

Permission to publish, exhibit, perform, reproduce, prepare derivative works from, sell, or otherwise distribute the item must be obtained by the user separately in writing from the holder of the original copyright (or if the creator is dead from his/her heirs) as well as from any individual(s), groups, or corporations whose name, image, recorded words, or private information (e.g., employment information) may be reproduced in the source material. The holder of the original copyright isn't necessarily the National Park Service. The National Park Service is not legally liable for copyright, privacy, or publicity infringement when materials are wrongfully used after being provided to researchers for "fair use."

This institution reserves the right to refuse to accept a copying order if fulfillment of the order is judged in violation of copyright or federal or state privacy or publicity law.
**HISTORY**

The Yosemite Slide Collection was managed by the Museum Branch in the Interpretive Division as part of the Audiovisual Library, also known as the Visual Center or Yosemite Museum Slide Archive. It is an artificial collection of slide acquisitions donated to the museum branch, as well as images taken by National Park Service employees to document the conditions, management, activities, and resources of Yosemite National Park. Historically, the Visual Center functioned primarily as a resource for Interpretation Division staff when creating interpretive programs for the general public. However, the Yosemite Slide Collection was, and continues to be, open to requests by any entity including park partners and the public.

Norma Craig, Slide Librarian 1992
photographer: Keith Walklet
SCOPe AND CONTENT

Yosemite Slide Collection  

CATALOG NUMBER

VOLUME  78 linear feet (106,830 total items; approximately 60,000 unique images)

DESCRIPTION

The Yosemite Slide Collection contains 2”x2” 35mm color transparency slides. The slides include original cardboard or plastic mounts. Metadata is often written in ink or pencil directly on the slide mount or printed on an adhesive label and placed directly on the mount. 3”x3” color transparency slides are located throughout the collection, and have been called out in the summary field. The Yosemite Slide Collection also contains 4”x2” stereo slide mounts. Two View Masters are stored with the Yosemite Slide Collection for viewing stereo slides in 3-D. Within the sub-subseries Interpretive Slide Shows (H-03-09-yyyy) there are associated audio cassettes, 8-track audio tapes, reel-to-reel audio tapes, and floppy discs containing media designed to complement prepared slide shows. Within this sub-subseries there are also paper transcripts outlining the Interpreters verbal content presented during prepared slide shows.

The majority of images were taken between 1950 and 1998. Images from the Historic Photograph Collection, which is managed by the Yosemite Research Library, were reformatted into 35mm slides and are included in the Yosemite Slide Collection. These images date back to 1867. Historic photograph reproductions have been incorporated into the established Yosemite Slide Collection hierarchy based on subject matter. When possible they have been called out as a sub-subseries titled Historic Photographs and located at the end of a topical series or subseries.

All images within the collection pertain to Yosemite National Park. Yosemite’s landscape, natural resources,
cultural resources, influential personalities, architecture, management history, and park partners are all represented in the collection.

**ORGANIZATION**

The Yosemite Slide Collection is organized based upon the hierarchy established by Norma Craig, Slide Librarian until 2005. During Norma’s tenure the slide collection was continuously being accreted to. Given the collection’s constant state of change Norma established a hierarchy based not only on the slides currently in the collection, but also on topical subjects anticipated to appear in the collection.

Presently, Yosemite Slide Collection is organized into eleven series. The first eight series are based the physical environment, natural resources, cultural resources, visitor activities, and park management and history as follows: A-Scenic Images; B-Pictorials; C-Physiography; D-Plants; E-Animals; F-Ethnography; G-Visitation; H-Park History and Management.

The final two sections are reserved for collections gifted to Yosemite National Park. In these cases it was important to retain the original order and provenance. Images were kept in the order they were received from the donor whenever possible. These include: J-Donated Collection; K-Concessioners Collections.

Each series is further broken down into subseries and sub-subseries. Beyond the sub-subseries level items are arranged by item number. During processing and cataloging unique slides are assigned a ten-digit item number based on series letter, subseries number, and sub-subseries number.

**PROVENANCE**

35mm Slides included in the Yosemite Slide Collection were originally housed in the attic of the Yosemite Valley Museum Office. An inventory of the Audiovisual Library from 1970 created by Helen L. McClendon indicates a total count of 45,757 slides. By 1998 the Library was stored in metal filing cabinets in the Archives Annex office space in El Portal and managed by Norma Craig. At this time Norma estimated the collection consisted of 100,000 slides. As early as 1988 Norma Craig began assigning local accession numbers to slide acquisitions. These local accession numbers pertained only to the Slide Archive. Norma’s local accession records note the name of the donor, extent, subject
matter, and, at times, the copyright status of the images. Local accession records are stored in the Yosemite Slide Collection folder in the Archive Annex office. Accessions were also tracked in tabular form by Norma. This table has been digitized and is located on the U: as a PDF (U:InterpretationProjectsAids & Collections InfoCollectionnormaCraig_local_acc_list.pdf)

Norma Craig retired in 2005. In May of that year the Slide Library was accessioned as one field collection, YOSE-06815. Many slides were previously accessioned into the museum collection, and were accounted for upon processing and cataloging.

**RESTRICTIONS**

Copyright:
No copyright restrictions for images taken by National Park Service employees while working in their official capacity, or for images taken by a photographer whose work was commissioned by the National Park Service. No copyright restrictions for images that were donated to the Park with a Deed of Gift that specifies the images can be used freely.

All other images are subject to U.S. copyright laws.

**ASSOCIATED MATERIALS**
Interpretation Division Records, Yosemite National Park Archives
Historic Photograph Collection, Yosemite National Park Museum
**HIERARCHY**


01. Arches
02. Benches
03. Bluffs
04. Butte
05. Canyon
06. Cascades
07. Caves
08. Cliffs
09. Columns
10. Craters
11. Creeks
12. Crests
13. Domes
14. Fissures
15. Flats
16. Foothills
17. Formations
18. Gorges
19. Gulch
20. Hills
21. Islands
22. Lakes
23. Meadows
24. Mountains
25. Passes
26. Peaks
27. Points
28. Ridges
29. Rivers
30. Rocks
31. Spires
32. Springs
33. Valleys
34. Views, Overlooks
35. Waterfalls
B. Pictorials, 1941-1991

01. Seasons
02. Special Lighting
03. Rainbows
04. Clouds
05. Lightning
06. Reflections
07. Patterns and Forms
08. Special Effects

C. Physiography, 1939-1996

01. Snow
02. Frazil Ice
03. Geology
04. Weather
05. Valley Formation
06. Glacier Seminar
07. Former Geology Program
08. Illustrations

D. Plants, 1940-1999

01. Flowering Plants
02. Grasses
03. Fungi
04. Algae
05. Bryophyta (Mosses)
06. Pteridophyta (Ferns)
07. Lichen
08. Trees
09. Plant Ecology

E. Animals, 1926-1997

01. Insects
02. Reptiles, Amphibians, Fish
03. Birds
04. Small Mammals
05. Medium Mammals
06. Large Mammals

01. People
02. Material Culture
03. Demonstrations

G. Visitation, 1941-2000

01. Visitor Activities
02. Visitor Impact

H. Park History and Management, 1869-2000

01. People
02. Sites and Structures
03. Interpretation Division
04. Protection Division
05. Resource Management Division
06. Fire Management Division
07. Maintenance Division
08. Administration Division
09. Concessions Management
10. Park Partners and Organizations
11. Observances and Celebrations
12. Natural Occurrences
13. Curatorial

I. Subject Files, 1867-1995

01. Military in Yosemite
02. Mining
03. Logging
04. Farming, Ranching, Herding, Hunting
05. Transportation
06. Report Images
07. Graphics
08. Women in NPS
09. Safety
10. Volunteers
11. 1990 Fires, Public Information Office
12. Campground Management
13. Student Teacher Project
### J. Donated Collections, 1941-2000

| 01 | Anderson, Ralph, 1930-1951 |
| 02 | Baptist, Angnes, 1959-1983 |
| 03 | Barkey, Stephanie, 1962-1981 |
| 04 | Burak, Dorothy, 1953 |
| 05 | Cowles, Carl (Orange County Archives), undated |
| 06 | Dunnagan, Robert |
| 07 | Falkenstein, Chris, 1992-1994 |
| 08 | Ferguson, William E., 1974-1975 |
| 09 | Finck, Nathan, 1960-1969 |
| 10 | Gates, J. Kenneth, 1956 |
| 11 | Guerghty, Tom, 1970 November 23 |
| 12 | Hood, M.V., 1941-1968 |
| 13 | Horton, Elouise, circa 1950 |
| 14 | Huber, N. King, 1988-1997 |
| 16 | Jessen, Bob, 1953 |
| 18 | LaLande, Al, 1958 |
| 19 | Mann, Ray M. Jr., undated |
| 20 | McCormick, Ed, 2000 |
| 21 | McGhee, Robert, 1982-1984 |
| 22 | Nellums, O., 1974-1986 |
| 23 | Patterson, Raleigh L., 2000 |
| 24 | Potts, Robert, 1950-1986 |
| 25 | Ribble, Marion C. |
| 26 | Salas, Fermin, 1987 |
| 27 | Sargent, Shirley/Otter, 1948-1972 |
| 28 | Sharsmith, Carl, 1959-1972 |
| 30 | Stevenson, James W., 1978 |
| 31 | Thompson, Erwin (NPS research historian), 1954-1959 |
| 32 | Thompson, Steve and Kendall, 1998 |
| 33 | Tyler, Phil |
| 34 | Wahrhaftig, Clyde, 1961-1992 |
| 35 | Wood, Tom, 1983 |
| 36 | Wood, Verona E. (?), 1951-1980 |

### K. Concessioner Collections

| 01 | Yosemite Park and Curry Company |
| 02 | Delaware North Company |
SERIES DESCRIPTIONS


Color transparency slides of scenic features and views in Yosemite National Park.

Subseries are organized by feature type and arranged alphabetically. Sub-subseries are further defined by specific place name also arranged alphabetically. Peter Browning’s, 1988 Yosemite Place Names was originally used as a guide for correct place name usage.

B. Pictorials

Non-site-specific representations of concepts, such as seasons, sunset, and rainbows. This series also contains artistic interpretations of nature and patterns.

Subseries are defined by concepts and, when needed, further divided into logical sub-subseries, i.e. Summer, Fall, Winter, Spring.

C. Physiography, 1939-1996

Images relating to geology, astronomy and other physical processes including avalanche, weather, and frazil ice

D. Plants, 1940-1999

Plants and plant habitats native to the Sierra Nevada’s and Yosemite National Park

Series D is organized by scientific classification. Subseries are based on Divisions of the Plant Kingdom. Each Division is further divided into sub-subseries defined by plant Family name and arranged in alphabetical order, colloquial or common names are noted parenthetically. This hierarchy was established in the 1990s, some species have since been assigned a different plant Family. These changes have been noted in the summary field; however, the hierarchy has not been adjusted to reflect these changes.

E. Animals, 1926-1997

Images of vertebras and invertebrates native to the Sierra Mountains and Yosemite National Park. Insects, reptiles, amphibians, fish, invertebrates, birds, and small, medium, and large mammals are represented in the collection.
Series E is divided into subseries based on Class within the Animalia Kingdom. Classes are further divided into sub-subseries by Family name and arranged alphabetically.


Images primarily taken or identified by Craig Bates, Yosemite National Park Curator of Ethnography 1986-2006. This series documents the people and the material culture from the Miwok Traditions, as well as photo documentation of cultural demonstrations, including Indian Field Days, 1991, and traditional structure reconstruction.

Series F is divided into three subseries: people, material culture, and demonstrations, and further divided into sub-subseries defined by proper nouns, i.e. individuals name or site location, when appropriate, or by demonstration activity.

G. Visitation, 1941-2000

Visitation documents the rage of activities that visitors can or have engaged in while visiting Yosemite National Park. The series also documents the impacts that the large number visitors to Yosemite National Park have on natural resources and infrastructure. It focuses on overcrowding, traffic congestion, and pollution. This subseries includes images documenting the Park’s recycling program and reproductions of historic images.

Visitation is organized into two subseries: visitor activities and visitor impact; then divided into sub-subseries based on visitor activity type or resource impacted by visitation.

H. Park History and Management, 1869-2000

Color transparency slides that document the history and management of Yosemite National Park. This includes images of important individuals, sites and structures, special events, natural occurrences, and documentation of work by park divisions and partnering organizations.

Sub-subseries are defined by proper nouns when appropriate, i.e. Specific building name, place name, park division, organization’s title, specific event title, etc.

I. Subject Files, 1867-1995

Images pertaining to a specific subject including logging, farming, military in the park, women in NPS, safety, etc.
J. Donated Collections, 1941-2000

The series Donated Collections is made up of slide acquisitions that were either arranged as a group to serve a specific function or were donated to the park as a cohesive group where in maintaining original order is necessary. Items in these collections are contained within a subseries and not accreted into the slide collection hierarchy based on subject matter.

Original order of each collection is maintained whenever possible. Subseries titles are defined either by the photographer’s or donor’s name.

01. Anderson, Ralph, 1930-1951
02. Baptist, Angnes, 1959-1983
04. Burak, Dorothy, 1953
05. Cowles, Carl (Orange County Archives), undated
06. Dunnagan, Robert
08. Ferguson, William E., 1974-1975
13. Horton, Elouise, circa 1950

Slides in this subseries consist of images within Yosemite National Park captured by photographer Elouise Horton. Subjects documented in this sub-subseries are the Firefall, a summer time ritual that ran from 1872 until 1968; Scenery, which includes picturesque images of waterfalls, rivers, lakes, mountains, bridges, giant Sequoia trees, and wildlife at in the park; Yosemite Lodge at the Falls, consisting of images of the hotel’s exterior as well as its dining room; and Yosemite Lodge “Décor Over the Years,” that showcases holiday decorations of various rooms inside the hotel. The slides are undated, but décor appears to be from the 1950s.
Individual slides within this subseries have been arranged alphabetically by the following subject groupings: Firefall, Scenery, Yosemite Lodge at the Falls, and Yosemite Lodge “Décor Over the Years.”


Slides in this subseries include various images of Yosemite National Park captured by photographer Jim Marotta-Jaenecke. Most of the images were captured between the late 1970s to early 1980s and document various fauna, flora, scenic locations and landscapes, and structures of Yosemite National Park. Images showcase incidents such as fires and prescribed burns, floods, and rockslides, as well as natural phenomena such as constellations, moonlit streams, sunrises and sunsets, and snow, frost, and ice. Images falling under the Yosemite Association subject grouping document various field courses led by the organization. This collection also includes images from other parks and scenic destinations in California, such as the Tahoe Lake area, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Park, and the American River.

This subseries is arranged alphabetically by the following subject groupings: Badger Pass, El Capitan, Fauna, Fires/Prescribed Burns, Flora, Floods, Forest, Half Dome, Landscapes, Lee Vining Canyon, Lundy Canyon-Autumn, Meadows, Mount Dana/Dana Plateau, People, Rocks/Talus, Rockslides, Sentinel Rock, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks, S.F. American River/Tahoe Region, Snow/Winter, Stars and Moonlight, Structures, Sunrise Camp, Sunrise/Sunset, Turtleback Dome, Water, Waterfalls, Yosemite Association. Park locales and features depicted in a particularly high number of slides were typically given their own subject grouping (i.e., Badger Pass, El Capitan, and Half Dome), while those locales and features less prominent within the collection (i.e., the Clark Range, Gaylor Lake, and Mount Conness) were typically arranged within other subject groupings, mainly Landscapes.

16. Jessen, Bob, 1953


18. LaLande, Al, 1958

19. Mann, Ray M. Jr., undated


22. Nellums, O., 1974-1986
23. Patterson, Raleigh L., 2000
24. Potts, Robert, 1950-1986
25. Ribble, Marion C.
26. Salas, Fermin, 1987
27. Sargent, Shirley/Otter, 1948-1972
30. Stevenson, James W., 1978
31. Thompson, Erwin (NPS research historian), 1954-1959
32. Thompson, Steve and Kendall, 1998
33. Tyler, Phil
34. Wahrhafig, Clyde, 1961-1992
35. Wood, Tom, 1983

K. Concessioner Collections

01. Yosemite Park and Curry Company
02. Delaware North Company
CONTAINER LIST


Subseries 01: Arches: DRAWER 01
   Sub-subseries 001. Royal Arches

Subseries 02: Benches: DRAWER 01
   Sub-subseries 001. Sunnyside

Subseries 03: Bluffs: DRAWER 01
   Sub-subseries 001. Fireplace Bluffs
      No slides in sub-subseries

Subseries 04: Butte: DRAWER 01
   Sub-subseries 001. Gray Butte

Subseries 05: Canyon: DRAWER 01
   Sub-subseries 001. Bloody Canyon
      Sub-subseries 002. Clark Canyon
      No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 003. Cold Canyon
      No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 004. Deep Canyon
      No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 005. Grand Canyon of the Tuolumne

   Sub-subseries 006. Indian Canyon
   Sub-subseries 007. Jack Main Canyon
   Sub-subseries 008. Kerrick Canyon
   Sub-subseries 009. Lee Vining Canyon
   Sub-subseries 010. Lundy Canyon
   Sub-subseries 011. Lyell Canyon
Sub-subseries 012. Matterhorn Canyon

Sub-subseries 013. Merced River Canyon

Sub-subseries 014. Rock Canyon
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 015. Rogers Canyon
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 016. Slide Canyon
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 017. Stubblefield Canyon

Sub-subseries 018. Tenaya Canyon

Sub-subseries 019. Thompson Canyon

Sub-subseries 020. Tilden Canyon

Sub-subseries 021. Virginia Canyon

Sub-subseries 022. Unidentified Canyon

Subseries 06: Cascades: DRAWER 01
Sub-subseries 001. Bunnell Cascade

Sub-subseries 002. Diamond Cascade

Sub-subseries 003. Pywiack Cascade

Sub-subseries 004. Royal Arch Cascade

Sub-subseries 005. White Cascade

Sub-subseries 006. General Cascade
Tuolumne Cascades

Subseries 07: Caves: DRAWER 01
Sub-subseries 001. Indian Cave

Subseries 08: Cliffs: DRAWER 01
Sub-subseries 001. Bunnell Cliff
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 002. Cascade Cliffs
Sub-subseries 003. Castle Cliffs

Sub-subseries 004. El Capitan

Sub-subseries 005. Panorama Cliff

Sub-subseries 006. Profile Cliff
No slides in sub-subseries

Subseries 09: Columns: DRAWER 01
Sub-subseries 001. Agassiz Column
Sub-subseries 002. Washington Column

Subseries 10: Craters: DRAWER 01
Sub-subseries 001. Mono Craters

Subseries 11: Creeks: DRAWER 01
Sub-subseries 001. Ackerson Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 002. Alder Creek
Sub-subseries 003. Alkali Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 004. Artist Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 005. Avalanche Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 006. Bartlett Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 007. Bear Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 008. Big Meadow Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 009. Bishop Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 010. Bluejay Creek

Sub-subseries 011. Breeze Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 012. Bridalveil Creek

Sub-subseries 013. Buck Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 014. Budd Creek

Sub-subseries 015. Buena Vista Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 016. Camp Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 017. Cascade Creek

Sub-subseries 018. Cathedral Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 019. Chilnualna Creek

Sub-subseries 020. Conness Creek

Sub-subseries 021. Cottonwood Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 022. Crane Creek

Sub-subseries 023. Crescent Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 024. Delaney Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 025. Dingley Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 026. Eagle Creek

Sub-subseries 027. Eagle Peak Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 028. Echo Creek

Sub-subseries 029. Eleanor Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 030. Eleven Mile Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 031. Emeric Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 032. Falls Creek

Sub-subseries 033. Fireplace Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 034. Fletcher Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 035. Florence Creek

Sub-subseries 036. Forester Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 037. Frog Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 038. Givens Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 039. Grouse Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 040. Hutchings Creek

Sub-subseries 041. Illilouette Creek

Sub-subseries 042. Indian Canyon Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 043. Ireland Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 044. Johnson Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 045. Kendrick Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 046. Kibbie Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 047. Kuna Creek

Sub-subseries 048. Lehamite Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 049. Lewis Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 050. Little Crane Creek

Sub-subseries 051. Long Gulch Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 052. Lyell Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 053. Maclure Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 054. McCabe Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 055. Matterhorn Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 056. Miguel Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 057. Morrison Creek

Sub-subseries 058. Moss Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 059. Murphy Creek
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 060. North Crane Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 061. Ottoway Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 062. Parker Pass Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 063. Pinto Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 064. Quartz Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 065. Rafferty Creek

Sub-subseries 066. Ranchería Creek

Sub-subseries 067. Reds Creek

Sub-subseries 068. Register Creek

Sub-subseries 069. Regulation Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 070. Return Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 071. Ribbon Creek

Sub-subseries 072. Rock Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 073. Royal Arch Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 074. Sentinel Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 075. Shadow Creek

Sub-subseries 076. Snow Creek

Sub-subseries 077. Spiller Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 078. Staircase Creek

Sub-subseries 079. Sunrise Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 080. Tamarack Creek

Sub-subseries 081. Tenaya Creek
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 082. Tilden Creek
Sub-series 083. Tilden Canyon Creek  
No slides in sub-series  
Sub-series 084. Tiltill Creek  

Sub-series 085. Triple Peak Creek  

Sub-series 086. Unicorn Creek  

Sub-series 087. Wildcat Creek  

Sub-series 088. Wilson Creek  

Sub-series 089. Yosemite Creek  

Sub-series 090. Creeks-Unknown  

Subseries 12: Crests: DRAWER 01  
Sub-series 001. Buena Vista Crest  

Sub-series 002. Koip Crest  

Sub-series 003. Kuna Crest  

Sub-series 004. Matthes Crest  

Sub-series 005. Minarets  
No slides in sub-series. See Ritter Range  
Sub-series 006. Shepherds Crest  

Sub-series 007. Sierra Crest  

Subseries 13: Domes: DRAWER 01  
Sub-series 001. Basket Dome  

Sub-series 002. Erratic Dome  

Sub-series 003. Fairview Dome  

Sub-series 004. Half Dome  

Subseries 13: Domes: DRAWER 02  
Sub-series 005. Hetch Hetchy Dome  
No slides in sub-series  
Sub-series 006. Lembert Dome
Sub-subseries 007. Moraine Dome
Sub-subseries 008. North Dome
Sub-subseries 009. Onion Dome
Sub-subseries 010. Polly Dome
Sub-subseries 011. Posthole Dome
Sub-subseries 012. Puppy Dome
Sub-subseries 013. Pywiack Dome
Sub-subseries 014. Quarter Dome
Sub-subseries 015. Sentinel Dome
Sub-subseries 016. Tamarack Dome
Sub-subseries 017. Teapot Dome
Sub-subseries 018. Tempo Dome
Sub-subseries 019. Torrent Dome
Sub-subseries 020. Turtleback Dome
Sub-subseries 021. Wawona Dome
Sub-subseries 022. Generic Domes
   Onion Head Dome

*Subseries 14: Fissures: DRAWER 02*
   Sub-subseries 001. Taft Fissures

*Subseries 15: Flats: DRAWER 02*
   Sub-subseries 001. Crane Flat

   Sub-subseries 002. Gin Flat

   Sub-subseries 003. Moraine Flat
   No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 004. Porcupine Flat
Sub-subseries 005. Snow Flat

Sub-subseries 006. Tamarack Flat
No slides in sub-subseries

Subseries 16: Foothills: DRAWER 02
Sub-subseries 001. Coso Junction

Sub-series 002. El Portal

Sub-series 003. Fresno

Sub-series 004. Hornitos

Sub-series 005. Sierra

Sub-series 006. Generic Foothills

Subseries 17: Formations: DRAWER 02
Sub-series 001. Little Devil’s Postpile

Sub-series 002. Devil’s Dance Floor

Sub-series 003. Pluto Rock

Subseries 18: Gorges: DRAWER 02
Sub-series 001. Gunsight Notch
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 002. Illilouette Gulch

Sub-series 003. Merced Gorge

Sub-series 004. Muir Gorge

Sub-series 005. Tuolumne River Gorge
Includes images of Tuolumne River
Sub-series 006. Unidentified Gorges

Subseries 19: Gulch: DRAWER 02
Sub-series 001. Crazy Mule Gulch
No slides in sub-series
Subseries 20: Hills: DRAWER 02
   Sub-subseries 001. Boundary Hill
       No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 002. Elbow Hill
       No slides in sub-subseries

Subseries 21: Islands: DRAWER 02
   Sub-subseries 001. Adair Lake
       No slides in sub-subseries

Subseries: Lakes: DRAWER 02
   Sub-subseries 000. Royal Arch Lake
   Sub-subseries 001. Saddlebag Lake
   Sub-subseries 002. Sabrina Lake
   Sub-subseries 003. Sardine Lake
   Sub-subseries 004. Shadow Lake
       No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 005. Siesta Lake
   Sub-subseries 006. Sister Lake
       No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 007. Skelton Lakes
       No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 008. Smedberg Lake
   Sub-subseries 009. Snow Lake
   Sub-subseries 010. Spiller Lake
       No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 011. Spillway Lake
   Sub-subseries 012. Spotted Lakes
       No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 013. Starr King Lake
       See Helen Lake
   Sub-subseries 014. Steelhead Lake
       No slides in sub-subseries
   Sub-subseries 015. Summit Lake
   Sub-subseries 016. Sunrise Lake
   Sub-subseries 017. Surprise Lake
Sub-subseries 018. Swamp Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 019. Table Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 020. Tallulah Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 021. Ten Lakes

Sub-subseries 022. Tenaya Lake

Sub-subseries 023. Thousand Island Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 024. Tilden Lake

Sub-subseries 025. Tioga Lake

Sub-subseries 026. Townsley Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 027. Twin Lakes
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 028. Vernon Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 029. Virginia Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 030. Vogelsang Lake

Sub-subseries 031. Walker Lake

Sub-subseries 032. Washburn Lake

Sub-subseries 033. Wilmer Lake

Sub-subseries 034. Young Lake

Sub-subseries 035. Unknown Lakes
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 036. Fishing Lake

Sub-subseries 037. Fletcher Lake

Sub-subseries 038. Flora Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 039. Florence Lake
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 040. Gallison Lake
Sub-subseries 041. Garnet Lake
Sub-subseries 042. Gaylor Lake
Sub-subseries 043. Gem Lake
Sub-subseries 044. Givens Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 045. Granite Lake
Sub-subseries 046. Grant Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 047. Greenstone Lake
Sub-subseries 048. Grouse Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 049. Harden Lake
Sub-subseries 050. Harriet Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 051. Hart Lake
Sub-subseries 052. Helen Lakes
Sub-subseries 053. Hidden Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 054. Iceberg Lake
Sub-subseries 055. Ireland Lake
Sub-subseries 056. Irwin Bright Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 057. Isberg Lake
Sub-subseries 058. Johnson Lake
Sub-subseries 059. Kearsarge Lake
Sub-subseries 060. Kibbie Lake
Sub-subseries 061. Kuna Lake
Sub-subseries 062. Lake of the Domes
Sub-subseries 063. Laurel Lake
Sub-subseries 064. Lost Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 065. Lundy Lake

Sub-subseries 066. Lukens Lake

Sub-subseries 067. McClure Lake (Maclure)

Sub-subseries 068. McCabe Lakes
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 069. McGee Lake

Sub-subseries 070. Marie Lake

Sub-subseries 071. Mary Lake

Sub-subseries 072. Matthes Lake

Sub-subseries 073. Mattie Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 074. May Lake

Sub-subseries 075. Merced Lake

Sub-subseries 076. Mildred Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 077. Miller Lake

Sub-subseries 078. Minaret Lake

Sub-subseries 079. Mirror Lake

Sub-subseries 080. Miwok Lake

Sub-subseries 081. Mono Lake

Sub-subseries 082. Moraine Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 083. Mosquito Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 084. Murdock Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 085. Neall Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 086. Nelson Lake
See Raymond Lake
Sub-subseries 087. Nydiver Lake

Sub-subseries 088. Obelisk Lake

Sub-subseries 089. Onion Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 090. Ostrander Lake

Sub-subseries 091. Ottoway Lakes

Sub-subseries 092. Poison Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 093. Polly Dome Lake

Sub-subseries 094. Peerler Lake

Sub-subseries 095. Raymond Lake

Sub-subseries 096. Red Devil Lake

Sub-subseries 097. Reds Lake

Sub-subseries 098. Rock Island Lake
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 099. Rodgers Lake

Subseries 22: Meadows: DRAWER 03
Sub-subseries 001. Ahwahnee Meadow

Sub-subseries 002. Ackerson Meadow

Sub-subseries 003. Badger Pass Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 004. Big Meadow

Sub-subseries 005. Bridalveil Meadow

Sub-subseries 006. Clark?s Meadow

Sub-subseries 007. Cook?s Meadow

Sub-subseries 008. Crane Flat Meadow

Sub-subseries 009. Dana Meadow
Sub-subseries 010. Eagle Peak Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 011. El Capitan Meadow

Sub-subseries 012. Emigrant Meadow

Sub-subseries 013. Empire Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 014. Fletcher Meadow

Sub-subseries 015. Givens Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 016. Grace Meadow

Sub-subseries 017. Half Moon Meadow

Sub-subseries 018. Kerrick Meadow

Sub-subseries 019. Leavitt Meadow

Sub-subseries 020. Leidig Meadow

Sub-subseries 021. Long Meadow

Sub-subseries 022. Lyell Meadow

Sub-subseries 023. Meadowbrook Meadow

Sub-subseries 024. Miguel Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 025. McGurk Meadow

Sub-subseries 026. McSwain Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 027. Mono Meadow

Sub-subseries 028. Monroe Meadow

Sub-subseries 029. Moraine Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 030. Peregoy Meadow

Sub-subseries 031. Pohono Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 032. Pothole Meadow
Sub-subseries 033. Ribbon Meadow

Sub-subseries 034. Rodgers Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 035. Sentinel Meadow

Sub-subseries 036. Shippey Meadow

Sub-subseries 037. Smith Meadow
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 038. Starr King Meadow

Sub-subseries 039. Stoneman Meadow

Sub-subseries 040. Summit Meadow

Sub-subseries 041. Tuolumne Meadows

Sub-subseries 042. Wawona Meadow

Sub-subseries 043. Westfall Meadow

Sub-subseries 044. Meadows-Unknown

Subseries 23: Mountains: DRAWER 03
Sub-subseries 001. Ansel Adams, Mount

Sub-subseries 002. Bald Mountain
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 003. Bath Mountain
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 004. Broderick, Mount
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 005. Center Mountain
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 006. Clark, Mount

Sub-subseries 007. Clouds Rest

Sub-subseries 008. Colby Mountain
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 009. Cold Mountain
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 010. Conness, Mount
Sub-subseries 011. Dana Mountain

Sub-subseries 012. Excelsior Mountain

Sub-subseries 013. Florence Mountain

Sub-subseries 014. Gibbs Mount

Sub-subseries 015. Grand Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 016. Grouse Mountain

Sub-subseries 017. Hoffman, Mount

Sub-subseries 018. Indian Rock Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 019. Lewis, Mount

Sub-subseries 020. Liberty Cap

Sub-subseries 021. Long Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 022. Lyell, Mount

Sub-subseries 023. Sunrise Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 024. Mammoth Mountain

Sub-subseries 025. Moraine Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 026. Piute Mountain

Sub-subseries 027. Rancheria Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 028. Raymond Mountain

Sub-subseries 029. Redtop Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 030. Ritter, Mount
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 031. Slide Mountain
No slides in sub-series
Sub-subseries 032. Starr King, Mount

Sub-subseries 033. Maclure, Mount
Sub-subseries 034. Tiltill Mountain
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 035. Watkins, Mount

Sub-subseries 036. White Mountain

Sub-subseries 037. Whorl Mountain

Sub-subseries 038. Cathedral Range

Sub-subseries 039. Clark Range

Sub-subseries 040. Ritter Range
Includes Minarets
Sub-subseries 041. Unidentified, Generic Mountains

Subseries 25: Passes: DRAWER 03
Sub-subseries 001. Badger Pass

Sub-subseries 002. Benson Pass
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 003. Bond Pass

Sub-subseries 004. Buckeye Pass
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 005. Buena Vista Pass
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 006. Burro Pass
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 007. Cathedral Pass

Sub-subseries 008. Chiquita Pass

Sub-subseries 009. Donahue Pass

Sub-subseries 010. Elizabeth Pass

Sub-subseries 011. Fernandez Pass

Sub-subseries 012. Isberg Pass

Sub-subseries 013. Kearsarge Pass

Sub-subseries 014. Merced Pass
Sub-series 015. Monitor Pass

Sub-series 016. Mono Pass

Sub-series 017. Parker Pass

Sub-series 018. Post Peak Pass
No slides in sub-series

Sub-series 019. Red Peak Pass

Sub-series 020. Seavey Pass

Sub-series 021. Ten Lakes Pass
No slides in sub-series

Sub-series 022. Tioga Pass

Sub-series 023. Tuolumne Pass

Sub-series 024. Virginia Pass

Sub-series 025. Vogelsang Pass

Subseries 26: Peaks: DRAWER 03

Sub-series 001. Acker Peak

Sub-series 002. Andrews Peak
No slides in sub-series

Sub-series 003. Banner Peak
No slides in sub-series. See Ritter Range

Sub-series 004. Bartlett Peak
No slides in sub-series

Sub-series 005. Bigelow Peak
No slides in sub-series

Sub-series 006. Blacktop Peak
No slides in sub-series

Sub-series 007. Buena Vista Peak

Sub-series 008. Cathedral Peak

Sub-series 009. Chittenden Peak

Sub-series 010. Cockscomb Peak

Sub-series 011. Columbia Finger
Sub-subseries 012. Craig Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 013. Doghead Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 014. Donohue Peak

Sub-subseries 015. Dunderberg Peak

Sub-subseries 016. Eagle Peak

Sub-subseries 017. Echo Peaks

Sub-subseries 018. Ehrnbeck Peak

Sub-subseries 019. Electra Peak

Sub-subseries 020. Finger Peaks

Sub-subseries 021. Fletcher Peak

Sub-subseries 022. Foerster Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 023. Forsyth Peak

Sub-subseries 024. Gale Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 025. Gaylor Peak

Sub-subseries 026. Gibson Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 027. Gray Peak

Sub-subseries 028. Grizzly Peak

Sub-subseries 029. Haystack Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 030. Hooper Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 031. Independence Peak

Sub-subseries 032. Isberg Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 033. Johnson Peak

Sub-subseries 034. Kendrick Peak
Sub-series 035. Keyes Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 036. Koip Peak

Sub-series 037. Kuna Peak

Sub-series 038. Mahan Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 039. Mammoth Peak

Sub-series 040. Matterhorn Peak

Sub-series 041. Merced Peak

Sub-series 042. Mercury Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 043. Minarets
See Ritter Range
Sub-series 044. Nance Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 045. North Peak

Sub-series 046. Ottoway Peak

Sub-series 047. Parker Peak

Sub-series 048. Parsons Peak

Sub-series 049. Pettit Peak

Sub-series 050. Pinnacles
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 051. Post Peak

Sub-series 052. Price Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 053. Quartz Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 054. Quartzite Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 055. Rafferty Peak
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 056. Ragged Peak

Sub-series 057. Red Peak
Sub-subseries 058. Regulation Peak
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 059. Richardson Peak
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 060. Rodgers Peak
Sub-subseries 061. Schofield Peak
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 062. Sheep Peak
Sub-subseries 063. Simmons Peak
Sub-subseries 064. Sing Peak
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 065. Smith Peak
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 066. Snow Peak
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 067. Stanton Peak
No slides in sub-subseries
Sub-subseries 068. Tenaya Peak
Sub-subseries 069. Three Brothers
Sub-subseries 070. Tioga Peak
Sub-subseries 071. Tower Peak
Sub-subseries 072. Triple Divide Peak
Sub-subseries 073. Tressider Peak
Sub-subseries 074. Tuolumne Peak
Sub-subseries 075. Twin Peaks
Sub-subseries 076. Unicorn Peak
Sub-subseries 077. Virginia Peak
Sub-subseries 078. Vogelsang Peak
Sub-subseries 079. Volunteer Peak
Sub-subseries 080. Wells Peak
Sub-subseries 081. West Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 082. Wheeler Peak
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 083. Unidentified Peaks

Subseries 27, Points: DRAWER 04

Sub-subseries 001. Ahwiyah Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 002. Artist Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 003. Bunnell Point

Sub-subseries 004. Columbia Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 005. Crocker Point

Sub-subseries 006. Crown Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 007. Dewey Point

Sub-subseries 008. Glacier Point

Sub-subseries 009. LeConte Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 010. Moran Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 011. Inspiration Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 012. Inspiration Point, On Old Wawona Road
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 013. Olmsted Point

Sub-subseries 014. Panorama Point

Sub-subseries 015. Piute Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 016. Potter Point
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 017. Rocky Point

Sub-subseries 018. Sierra Point

Sub-subseries 019. Stanford Point
Sub-subseries 020. Taft Point

Sub-subseries 021. Union Point

Sub-subseries 022. Washburn Point

Sub-subseries 023. Wawona Point

Sub-subseries 024. Wildcat Point

Sub-subseries 025. Yosemite Point

Subseries 28: Ridges: DRAWER 04

Sub-subseries 001. Bailey Ridge
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 002. Falls Ridge
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 003. Henness Ridge
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 004. Horse Ridge

Sub-subseries 005. Illilouette Ridge

Sub-subseries 006. Indian Ridge

Sub-subseries 007. Kibbie Ridge
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 008. Macomb Ridge
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 009. Moraine Ridge
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 010. Sawtooth Ridge

Sub-subseries 011. Suicide Ridge
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 012. Generic Ridges

Subseries 29: Rivers: DRAWER 04

Sub-subseries 001. Merced River (Generic)

Sub-subseries 002. Merced River: Gray Peak Fork
No slides in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 003. Merced River: MaClure Fork
No slides in sub-subseries. Now Lewis Creek

**Sub-subseries 004. Merced River: Merced Peak Fork**

**Sub-subseries 005. Merced River: Red Peak Fork**
No slides in sub-subseries

**Sub-subseries 006. Merced River: South Fork**

**Sub-subseries 007. Merced River: Triple Peak Fork**

**Sub-subseries 008. Tuolumne River (Generic)**

**Sub-subseries 009. Tuolumne River: Dana Fork**

**Sub-subseries 010. Tuolumne River: Lyell Fork**

**Sub-subseries 011. Tuolumne River: MaClure Fork, Lyell Fork**

**Sub-subseries 012. Tuolumne River: Middle Fork**

**Sub-subseries 013. Tuolumne River: North Fork**
No slides in sub-subseries

**Sub-subseries 014. Tuolumne River: South Fork, Dana Fork**

**Sub-subseries 015. Tuolumne River: South Fork**

**Sub-subseries 016. San Joaquin River**

**Sub-subseries 017. Stanislaus River**

**Sub-subseries 018. Other Unidentified/Generic Rivers**

*Subseries 30: Rocks: DRAWER 04*

**Sub-subseries 001. Arch Rock**

**Sub-subseries 002. Cathedral Rocks**

**Sub-subseries 003. Double Rock**
No slides in sub-subseries

**Sub-subseries 004. Elephant Rock**

**Sub-subseries 005. Indian Rock**

**Sub-subseries 006. Kolana Rock**
Formerly Sugar Loaf

**Sub-subseries 007. Ostrander Rocks**
No slides in sub-subseries
**Sub-subseries 008. Pulpit Rock**
No slides in sub-subseries
**Sub-subseries 009. Sentinel Rock**

**Subseries 31: Spires: DRAWER 04**
**Sub-subseries 001. Cathedral Spires**
**Sub-subseries 002. Leaning Tower**
**Sub-subseries 003. Lost Arrow**

**Subseries 32: Springs: DRAWER 04**
**Sub-subseries 001. Black Spring**
**Sub-subseries 002. Fern Spring**
**Sub-subseries 003. Iron Spring**
**Sub-subseries 004. Moss Spring**
No slides in sub-subseries
**Sub-subseries 005. Sierra Spring**
**Sub-subseries 006. Soda Spring**
**Sub-subseries 007. Devils Postpile**
**Sub-subseries 008. Generic Springs**

**Subseries 33: Valleys: DRAWER 04**
**Sub-subseries 001. Aspen Valley**
**Sub-subseries 002. Bear Valley**
**Sub-subseries 003. Echo Valley**
**Sub-subseries 004. Glen Aulin**
**Sub-subseries 005. Hetch Hetchy Valley**
**Sub-subseries 006. Little Yosemite Valley**
**Sub-subseries 007. Lost Valley**
Sub-series 008. Owens Valley
Sub-series 009. Paradise Valley
Sub-series 010. Pate Valley
Sub-series 011. Pleasant Valley
No slides in sub-series
Sub-series 012. Poopenaut Valley
Sub-series 013. Tiltill Valley
Sub-series 014. Yosemite Valley

Sub-series 34: Views, Overlooks: DRAWER 04
Sub-series 001. Aerial Views
Sub-series 002. East Side
Sub-series 003. Glacier Point
Sub-series 004. High Country Views
Sub-series 005. Inspiration Point
Includes images from Tunnel View
Sub-series 006. Rainbow View
Sub-series 007. Valley View

Sub-series 35: Waterfalls: DRAWER 05
Sub-series 001. Alder Creek Fall
Sub-series 002. Bridalveil Fall
Sub-series 003. California Fall
Sub-series 004. Cascade Falls
Sub-series 005. Chilnualna Fall
Sub-series 006. El Capital Fall
Horsetail Falls
Sub-series 007. Foresta Fall
Sub-subseries 008. Illilouette Fall
Sub-subseries 009. LeConte Fall
Sub-subseries 010. Lehamite Fall
Sub-subseries 011. Minaret Fall
Sub-subseries 012. Nevada Fall
Sub-subseries 013. Rancheria Fall
Sub-subseries 014. Ribbon Fall
Sub-subseries 015. Sentinel Fall
Sub-subseries 016. Silverstrand Fall
Sub-subseries 017. Slide Fall
Sub-subseries 018. Snow Creek Fall
Sub-subseries 019. Staircase Fall
Sub-subseries 020. Tueeulala Fall
Sub-subseries 021. Tuolumne Fall
Sub-subseries 022. Vernal Fall
Sub-subseries 023. Wapama Fall
Sub-subseries 024. Waterwheel Falls
Sub-subseries 025. Wildcat Fall
Sub-subseries 026. Yosemite Falls
Includes 1 oversize color transparency
Sub-subseries 027. Generic/Unknown Falls

Series B: Pictorials, 1941-1991

Subseries 01: Seasons, DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Winter
Sub-subseries 002. Autumn

Subseries 02: Special Lighting: DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Sunset
Sub-subseries 002. Sun Light
Sub-subseries 003. Sunrise
Sub-subseries 004. Moon, Moonlight
Sub-subseries 005. Shadows and Silhouettes
Sub-subseries 006. Alpine Glow

Subseries 03: Rainbows: DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Rainbows, general

Subseries 04: Clouds: DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Clouds, general

Subseries 05: Lightning: DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Lightning, general

Subseries 06: Reflections: DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Reflections, general

Subseries 07: Patterns and Forms: DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Patterns and Forms, general

Subseries 08: Special Effects: DRAWER 06
Sub-subseries 001. Trees
Sub-subseries 002. Water
Sub-subseries 003. Rocks
Series C: Physiography, 1939-1996

Subseries 01: Snow: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Avalanche

   Sub-subseries 002. Snow Behavior

Subseries 02: Frazil Ice: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Frazil ice, general

Subseries 03: Geology: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Rockfall

   Sub-subseries 002. Evidence of Glaciers
      Glacial erratics
   Sub-subseries 003. Minerals

   Sub-subseries 004. Features

   Sub-subseries 005. Glaciers
      Bergsehrund

Subseries 04: Weather: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Weather, general

Subseries 05: Valley Formation: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Valley Formation, general

Subseries 06: Glacier Seminar: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Glacier Seminar

Subseries 07: Former Geology Program: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Former Geology Program

Subseries 08: Illustrations: DRAWER 06
   Sub-subseries 001. Geological Time

   Sub-subseries 002. Earth Structure

   Sub-subseries 003. John Muir Illustrations
Series D: Plants, 1940-1999

Subseries 01: Flowering Plants: DRAWER 07

Sub-subseries 001. Aceraceae (maple family), 1967-1994
Common names: Poison Oak

Sub-subseries 002. Anacardiaceae (sumac or Cashew family), 1951-1969
Common names: Angelica, Water Hemlock, Cow-Parsnip, Lomatium, Yampah, Snake-root, Ranger's Buttons, Queen Ann's Lace

Sub-subseries 003. Apiaceae (carrot family), 1940-1974
Common names: Indian Hemp, Vinca

Sub-subseries 004. Apocynaceae (dogbane family), 1955-1994
Common names: Ginger

Sub-subseries 005. Aristolochiaceae (pipevine family), 1949-1979

Sub-subseries 006. Asclepiadaceae (milkweed family), 1951-1973
Common names: Aster, Balsam-root, Dandelion, Yarrow, Pearly Everlasting, Sagebrush, Star-thistle, Bachelor's Button, Rabbitbrush, Thistles, Daisies, Balsamorhiza, Sunflowers, Gaillardia, Lessingia, Madia, Groundsel, Goldenrod, Tansy, Wyethia

Sub-subseries 007. Asteraceae (sunflower family), 1950-1993
Common names: Alder

Sub-subseries 008. Betulaceae (birch family), 1942-1984
Common names: Fiddleneck, Hound's Tong, Stickseed, Forget-me-not, Bluebells, Lungwort, Popcornflower

Sub-subseries 009. Boraginaceae (borage family), 1941-1974
Common names: Rock Cress, Draba, Wallflower, Water Cress, Jewel flower

Sub-subseries 010. Brassicaceae (mustard family), 1940-1991

Sub-subseries 011. Calycanthaceae (calycanthus or spicebush family), 1940-1984
Common names: Twinberry, Elderberry, Snowberry

Sub-subseries 012. Caprifoliaceae (honesuckle family), 1940-1977
Common names: Sandwart, Chickweed, Dianthus, Campion, Silene, Catchfly

Sub-subseries 013. Caryophyllaceae (pink family), 1967-1992

Sub-subseries 014. Convolvulaceae (morning-glory family), 1955-1974

Sub-subseries 015. Cornaceae (dogwood family), 1944-1997
Common names: succulent, sedum obtusatum, Sierra stonecrops, dudleya cymosa, Liveforever,


Sub-subseries 017. Cucurbitaceae (gourd, dodder, sundew family), 1952-1974
Common names: Sugar Stick, Manzanita, Heather, Pipsissewa, Wintergreen, Kalmia, American Laurel, Labrador Tea, Pinesap, Pinedrops, Pyrola picta, Shinleaf, Snow Plant, Azalea, Blueberry, Huckleberry, Bilberry, Cassiope mertensiana, White Mountain Heather, Red Heather, Phyllodoce breweri,

Sub-subseries 018. Ericaceae (heath family), 1943-1992
Common names: Turkey Mullein, Dove Weed

Sub-subseries 019. Euphorbiaceae (spuage family), 1955
Common names: Redbud, Lotus, Lupinus, Clover

Sub-subseries 020. Fabaceae (pea family), 1948-1999

Sub-subseries 021. Fagaceae (oak family), 1941-1981
Common names: Canchalagua, Gentian

Sub-subseries 022. Gentianaceae (gentian family), 1942-1984
Common names: Erodium, Filaree, Storksbill

Sub-subseries 023. Geraniaceae (geranium family), 1967
Common names: Current

Sub-subseries 024. Grossulariaceae (gooseberry family), 1942-1984

Common names: Draperia, Yerba Santa, Nemophila, Baby Blue-eyes, Caterpillar, Phacelia, Fiesta Flower

Sub-subseries 026. Hyrophyllaceae (waterleaf family), 1955-1983
Common names: Klamathweed

Sub-subseries 027. Hypericaceae (St. John's Wort), 1953
Common names: Blue-eyed grass

Sub-subseries 028. Iridaceae (iris family), 1941-1999
Common names: Ground Ivy, Dead Nettle, Sage, Horehound, Blueweed, Monardella, Pennyroyal, Self-heal, Prunella, Salvia, Skullcap

Sub-subseries 029. Lamiaceae (mint family), 1967-1973
Common names: Laurel

Sub-subseries 030. Lauraceae (laurel family), 1941-1948

Sub-subseries 031. Limnanthaceae (meadowfoam family), 1974

Sub-subseries 032. Linaceae (flax family), undated
Common names: Blazing Star, Mentzelia

Sub-subseries 033. Malvaceae (mallow family), 1967-1969
Common names: Trifoliata

Sub-subseries 034. Menyanthaceae (buckbean family), undated

Common names: Ash

Sub-subseries 036. Oleaceae (olive family), 1950
Common names: Clarkia, Epilobium, Fireweed, Willow Herb, Fuchsia, Zauschneria, Epilobrium

Sub-subseries 037. Onagraceae (evening primrose family), 1942-1992
Common names: Pedicularis groenlandica, owl's clover, Castilleja, Indian paintbrush, orthocarpus, Indian Warrior, elephant head

**Sub-subseries 038. Orobancheaceae (broom-rape family), 1967-1997**
Common names: Goldern Eardrops, Bleeding Heart, Steer's Head

**Sub-subseries 039. Papaveraceae (poppy family), 1943-1999**

**Sub-subseries 040. Philadelphaceae (mock orange family), 1951-1967**
Common names: Collomia, Gilia, Linathus, Mustang Clover, Navarretia, Polemonium, Sky Pilot

**Sub-subseries 041. Polemoniaceae (phlox family), 1940-1983**
Common names: Eriogonum, Polygonum, Knotweed, Smartweed, Sorrel, Dock

**Sub-subseries 042. Polygonaceae (buckwheat family), 1950-1967**
Common names: Red Maids, Pussypaws, Claytonia, Miner's Lettuce, Lewisia

**Sub-subseries 043. Portulaceae (purslane family), 1942-1992**

**Sub-subseries 044. Potamogetonaceae (pondweed family), 1949-1970**
Common names: Shooting Star, Pimpernel, Primula, Starflower

**Sub-subseries 045. Primulaceae (primrose family), 1949-1973**
Common names: Baneberry, Anemone, Aquilegia, Columbine, Marsh Marigold, Pipestem, Virgin's Bower, Rue, Larkspur, Delphium, Monkshood

**Sub-subseries 046. Ranunculaceae (buttercup family), 1942-1984**
Common names: Tobacco Brush, Holly-leaved, Redberry, Coffeebean

**Sub-subseries 047. Rhamnaceae (buckthorn family), 1941-1967**
Common names: Rock Spirea, Chamise, Service-berry, Mountain-mahogany, Mountain Misery, Strawberry, Cream Bush, Horkelia, Ivesia, Ninebark, Potentilla, Cinquefoil, Prunus, Bitter Cherry, Sierra Plum, Western Choke-cherry, Rubus, Blackberry, Rasberry, Thimbleberry, Sibbalda

**Sub-subseries 048. Rosaceae (rose family), 1941-1985**
Common names: Allium, Onion, Brodiaea, Calochortus, Camassia, Soap Plant, Clintonia, Blue Dick, Twining Brodiaea, Hyacinth, Bog Asphodel, False Solomon's Seal, Trillium, Corn Lily, Death Camas, Blue Camas

**Subseries 01: Flowering Plants: DRAWER 08**

**Sub-subseries 049. Iliaceae (lily family), 1940-1992**
Common names: Coralroot, Rattlesnake Plantain, Piperia, Ladies Tresses

**Sub-subseries 050. Orchidaceae (orchid family), 1949-1987**
Common names: Populus, Poplar, Cottonwood, Aspen, Salix

**Sub-subseries 051. Salicaceae (willow family), 1946-1983**
Common names: Collinsia, Chinese Houses, Digitalis, Foxglove, Yawning Penstemon, Mudwort, False pimpernel, Mimulus, Monkey flower, Lousewort, Elephant's Head, Penstemon, Beardtongue, Figwort, Verbascum, Mullein, Veronica, Speedwell

**Sub-subseries 052. Scrophulariaceae, 1942-1999**
Note: Mimulus, the monkey flowers, and musk-flowers have traditionally been placed in Scrophulariaceae; currently (2013) the genus is placed in the family Phrymaceae. Collinsia (Chinese Houses) and penstemon have also been moved from the snapdragon family, Scrophulariaceae, and placed in the family Plantaginaceae.

Sub-subseries 053. Saxifragaceae (saxifrage family), 1951-1982

Sub-subseries 054. Staphyleaceae (bladdernut family), 1949

Sub-subseries 055. Typhaceae (cattail family), 1967

Sub-subseries 056. Violaceae (violet family), 1956-1984

Sub-subseries 057. Viscaceae (mistletoe family), 1953-1982

Sub-subseries 058. Vitaceae (grape family), 1947-1957

Sub-subseries 059. Exotics/Unidentified

Subseries 02: Grasses: DRAWER 08

Sub-subseries 001. Grasses, all, 1941-1992

Cyperaceae (sedge family, includes Carex tompkinsii); Equisetaceae (horsetail); Butomaceae (grass rush)

Subseries 03: Fungi: DRAWER 08

Sub-subseries 001. Fungi, all, 1949-1984

Subseries 04: Algae: DRAWER 08

Sub-subseries 001. Algae, all, 1949-1982

Subseries 05: Bryophyta (Mosses): DRAWER 08

Sub-subseries 001. Bryophyta (mosses), all, 1953-1984

Subseries 06: Pteridophyta (Ferns): DRAWER 08

Sub-subseries 001. Pteridophyta (ferns), all, 1946-1991

Subseries 07: Lichen: DRAWER 08

Sub-subseries 001. Lichen, all, 1943-1984

Subseries 08: Trees: DRAWER 08

Sub-subseries 001. Exotic, 1941-1994
Apple orchard, Sugar Maple, English Elm
Sub-subseries 002. leaves and bark, 1979-1986

Sub-subseries 003. Firs, 1942-1973
Douglass Fir
Sub-subseries 004. Incense Cedar, 1941-1982

Sub-subseries 005. Nutmeg, 1946-1957


Sub-subseries 008. Mountain Hemlock, 1942-1984


Nelder Grove, Wawona Tree, Mariposa Grove, Grizzly Giant, Calveras Grove, Tunnel Tree, Merced Grove

Subseries 09: Plant Ecology: DRAWER 08
Sub-subseries 001. Forest, 1941-1994

Sub-subseries 002. Meadows

Sub-subseries 003. Other

Series E: Animals, 1926-1997

Subseries 01: Insects: DRAWER 09
Sub-subseries 001. Lepidoptera

Sub-subseries 002. Coleoptera

Sub-subseries 003. Orthoptera

Sub-subseries 004. Diptera

Sub-subseries 005. Hymenoptera

Sub-subseries 006. Neuroptera

Sub-subseries 007. Odonata
Sub-subseries 008. Hemiptera
Sub-subseries 009. roturans
Sub-subseries 010. Collembola
Sub-subseries 011. Homoptera
Sub-subseries 012. Isoptera
Sub-subseries 013. Arthropods

Subseries 02: Reptiles, Amphibians, Fish: DRAWER 09
Sub-subseries 001. Turtles
Sub-subseries 002. Frogs and Toads
Sub-subseries 003. Snakes
Sub-subseries 004. Salamanders
Sub-subseries 005. Neuts
Sub-subseries 006. Lizards
Sub-subseries 007. Fish

Subseries 03: Birds: DRAWER 09
Sub-subseries 001. Unknown
Sub-subseries 002. Grebes
Sub-subseries 003. Great Blue Heron
Sub-subseries 004. Ducks
Sub-subseries 005. Hawks: Turkey Vulture
Sub-subseries 006. Hawks: Bald Eagle
Sub-subseries 007. Hawks: Northern Harrier
Sub-subseries 008. Hawks: Sharp-shinned
Sub-subseries 009. Hawks: Cooper’s
Sub-subseries 010. Hawks: Goshawk
Sub-subseries 011. Hawks: Red-Tailed
Sub-subseries 012. Hawks: Golden Eagle
Sub-subseries 013. Hawks: American Kestrel
Sub-subseries 014. Hawks: Peregrine Falcon
Sub-subseries 015. Hawks: Unidentified
Sub-subseries 016. Blue Grouse
Sub-subseries 017. Ptarmigan
No images in sub-series
Sub-subseries 018. Mountain Quail
Sub-subseries 019. California Quail
Sub-subseries 020. Killdeer
Sub-subseries 021. Spotted Sandpiper
Sub-subseries 022. California Gull
Sub-subseries 023. Band-Tailed Pigeon
Sub-subseries 024. Mourning Dove
No images in sub-series
Sub-subseries 025. Western Screech Owl
Sub-subseries 026. Great Horned Owl
Sub-subseries 027. Northern Pygmy Owl
Sub-subseries 028. Spotted Owl
Sub-subseries 029. Great Gray Owl
Sub-subseries 030. Northern Saw-Whet Owl
Sub-subseries 031. Unidentified Owls
Sub-subseries 032. Poorwill

Sub-subseries 033. Swifts

Sub-subseries 034. Black-Chinned Hummingbird

Sub-subseries 035. Anna's Hummingbird

*Subseries 03: Birds: DRAWER 10*

Sub-subseries 036. Calliope Hummingbird

Sub-subseries 037. Rufous Hummingbird

Sub-subseries 038. Allen's Hummingbird

Sub-subseries 039. Belted Kingfisher

Sub-subseries 040. Lewis Woodpecker

Sub-subseries 041. Acorn Woodpecker

Sub-subseries 042. Red Breasted Sapsucker

Sub-subseries 043. Williamson's Sapsucker

Sub-subseries 044. Woodpeckers: Nuttall's, Downy, Hairy

Sub-subseries 045. White-Headed Woodpecker

Sub-subseries 046. Black-Backed Woodpecker

Sub-subseries 047. Red-Shafted Flicker

Sub-subseries 048. Pileated Woodpecker

Sub-subseries 049. Evidence of Woodpeckers

Sub-subseries 050. Flycatchers

Sub-subseries 051. Scrub Jay / Tree Swallow

Sub-subseries 052. Steller's Jay

Sub-subseries 053. Clark's Nutcracker
Sub-subseries 054. Common Raven
Sub-subseries 055. Mountain Chickadee
Sub-subseries 056. Plain Titmouse
Sub-subseries 057. White-breasted Nuthatch
Sub-subseries 058. Brown Creeper
Sub-subseries 059. Wrens
Sub-subseries 060. Dippers
Sub-subseries 061. Bluebirds
Sub-subseries 062. Thrushes
Sub-subseries 063. American Robin
Sub-subseries 064. Wrens
Sub-subseries 065. Cedar Waxwing
Sub-subseries 066. Vireos
Sub-subseries 067. Warblers
Sub-subseries 068. Western Tanager
Sub-subseries 069. Grosbeak
Sub-subseries 070. Bunting
Sub-subseries 071. Rufus-Sided Towhee
Sub-subseries 072. Sparrows
Sub-subseries 073. Juncos
Sub-subseries 074. Orioles
Sub-subseries 075. Northern Orioles (Bullock's Oriole)
Includes Western Meadowlark
Sub-subseries 076. Finches
Pine Siskin, Evening Grosbeak, Red Crossbill, Lawrence Goldfinch, California Purple Finch, Cassin Finch, and Rosy Finch

Sub-subseries 077. From Yosemite Field Checklist
Barn Owl, Yellow-headed Blackbird, Canada Goose, Cinnamon Teal, Osprey, and Coot

Sub-subseries 078. Empty
No images in sub-subseries

Sub-subseries 079. Egrets

Sub-subseries 080. Shrikes

Sub-subseries 081. Blackbirds and Wild Turkeys

Sub-subseries 082. Canada Geese

Subseries 04: Small Mammals: DRAWER 11
Sub-subseries 001. Skull comparisons, 1955-1954

Sub-subseries 002. Bats, 1942-1984

Sub-subseries 003. Gopher, 1942-1983
ground workings, tunnels
Sub-subseries 004. Chickaree, 1968

Sub-subseries 005. Chipmunk, 1941-1988

Sub-subseries 006. Mole, 1955

Sub-subseries 007. Mouse, 1952-1984
Deer mouse
Sub-subseries 008. Pika, 1950-1984

Sub-subseries 009. Rat, undated

Sub-subseries 010. Sherw, 1955


Sub-subseries 012. Squirrel: California Ground, 1939-1973


Sub-subseries 014. Squirrel: Golden-Mantled Ground, 1940-1986

Sub-subseries 015. Squirrel: Western Grey, 1940-1969
Sub-subseries 016. Vole, 1955

Sub-subseries 017. Wood Rat, 1988

Subseries 05: Medium Mammals: DRAWER 11
Sub-subseries 001. Badger, 1955-1990

Sub-subseries 002. Beaver, 1948-1990
Aplodontia

Sub-subseries 004. Bobcat, 1947-1990

Sub-subseries 005. Cougar, 1954-1990
Many Images in zoo setting
Sub-subseries 006. Coyote, 1949-1997

Sub-subseries 007. Fisher, 1982
drawing
Sub-subseries 008. Fox, 1946-1990


Sub-subseries 014. Raccoon, 1955-1994

Sub-subseries 015. Ringtail, 1954-1959


Sub-subseries 017. Skunk, 1954-1982

Sub-subseries 018. Weasel, 1981-1984

Sub-subseries 019. Wolf
Outside of Park
Sub-subseries 020. Wolverine, 1982
Subseries 06: Large Mammals: DRAWER 11
Sub-series 001. Deer, 1940-1990


Sub-series 003. Bear, 1926-1995
Sierra TV Series, Cruncher. Includes paper documents


Subseries 01: People: DRAWER 12
Sub-series 001. Brown, Chris (Chief Lemee), 1929-1942

Sub-series 002. Howard, Maggie (Tabuce), 1930-1940

Sub-series 003. Parker, Julia, 1972-1990

Sub-series 004. Telles, Lucy, 1942-1948

Sub-series 005. Historic Photographs, 1887-1976
Erances James, Nelson Oliver, Sarah Priest, Nancy Wilson, Bridgeport Tom, Sally
Ann Dick Castagnetto, Captain Paul, Craig Bates, Mary, Alice James Wilson, Carl
Dondero, Tom Dondero, Maria Lebrado, Sadie and Suzie McGowan, Francisco, Fran
Coleman, John Tellas, Kalapine, Julia Parker, Lena and Virgil Brown, Lucy Furr,
Stereo Graphs, Liz Zerbe and Richard Blair

Subseries 02: Material Culture: DRAWER 12
Sub-series 001. Lithics; Bows; Worm Carrier; Games, 1940
Schwabacher collection, Sharsmith obsidian find
Sub-series 002. Flicker Bands; Feather Capes, 1900-1985

Sub-series 003. Necklaces; Beads; Head Pieces; Rattles; Belts, 1940

Sub-series 004. Baskets, 1953-1999

Sub-series 005. Garments, 1955
Illustrations
Kim Summerfield. Sensitive
Sub-series 007. Bedrock Mortars, 1941-1979

Sub-series 008. Structures, 1941-1997
Chckas, Chucha, Old Indian Village, Museum Indian Village, Maria Lebrado Yarte, sweat house, Mark Swetland, Chief Lemee, Craig Bates, Roundhouse and Chief's House construction (1992), roundhouse fire. Includes 4 photograph

**Sub-series 010. Pictographs, 1941-1977**

**Sub-series 011. Resources, 1939-1949**
Mono Lake, Oak Tree, Obsidian

**Sub-series 012. Sites, 1880-1979**
Indian Caves, Indian Ledge, Indian circle, Old Indian Village, Captain Dick, mortar stones, Telles family

**Subseries 03: Demonstrations: DRAwer 12**

**Sub-series 001. Preparing Acorn, 1932-1942**
Maggie Howard, Tabuce, Chucha, Umacha

**Sub-series 002. Story Telling, 1985**
Julia Parker

**Sub-series 003. Basket Weaving, 1968-1991**
Julia Parker, Preparing acorns

**Sub-series 004. Indian Cultural Program, 1971-1988**
Bob Fry, Julia Parker, Delmar, flint knapping, arrowheads, soap root brush, basket weaving, storytelling, crafts, bow and arrow, interpretive signs, preparing acorns, Fernim Salas, Indian Days (1971-1974), dancing

**Sub-series 005. Food Preparation, 1952-1985**
Preparing acorn, manzanita cider, Darcy Perraria, Felicia Espina,

**Sub-series 006. Ethnobotany Class, 1979**
Flint Knapping, weaving, Craig Bates

**Sub-series 007. Observations, 1942-1995**
Chief Lemee, Chris Brown, Lucy Parker, Julia Parker, Ursula, Kim Hamilton, roundhouse dedication, dancing, singing, food preparation

**Sub-series 008. Signing of Native American Use Agreement, 1997**

**Sub-series 009. Indian Days, 1990-1991**
Trans-Sierra Walk

**Sub-series 010. Field Days, 1924-1929**

**Sub-series 011. Illustrations and Dioramas, 1955**

**Series G: Visitation, 1941-2000**

**Subseries 01: Visitor Activities: DRAwer 13**

**Sub-series 001. Bicycling, Rollerblading, Roller-skating, 1972-2000**
Bike Rally May 13, 1972

**Sub-series 002. Sightseeing, 1920-1998**

**Sub-series 003. Skiing, 1899-1998**
Badger Pass, Glacier Point Road ski tracks, Nik Fiore, Bruce Brosman, skate ski race, cross country and backcountry skiing, ski school days, Queen Mary, Bager Pass Parking, Mrs. Fiske, Celia Crocker, skijoring, Mt. Hoffman, historic photographs

**Sub-series 004. Hiking; Backpacking, 1938-1996**
Loop trip, Half Dome cables, guided hikes, Sierra Club outing

**Sub-series 005. Horseback Riding; Donkey Ride, 1902-1992**

**Sub-series 006. Boating; Rafting, 1920, 1970-1988**
kayak, sailboat, raft, canoe

**Sub-series 007. Camping, 1927-2000**
food storage, Stoneman Meadow, snow camping

**Sub-series 008. Picnicking, 1945-1978**
Community Gathering

**Sub-series 009. Fishing, 1867-1991**

**Sub-series 010. Climbing, 1956-2000**
Tioga Pass climbing school, Yosemite Mountaineering rock climbing school

**Sub-series 011. Swimming, 1952-1985**
waiting

**Sub-series 012. Snow Shoeing, 1928-1976**

**Sub-series 013. Snow Play, 1920-1989**
snowmobiling, toboggan, sleigh rides, ash can slide, snow sculpture contest, snowmobile

**Sub-series 014. Ice Skating, 1920-1986**
Hockey, ice rink

**Sub-series 015. Hang Gliding; Parasailing, 1975-1996**

**Sub-series 016. Painting; Art, 1972-1984**

**Sub-series 017. Photography, 1941-1998**

**Sub-series 018. Driving; cars, 1952-1977**
Wawona Tree

**Sub-series 019. Trams; Tour Vehicles, 1956-1993**
Valley floor tour, Mariposa Grove Tour (also see H-02-052), Snow Weasel at Glacier Point Hotel, Touring snow cat, Stage Coach at Wawona

**Sub-series 020. Shuttle Busses, 1971-1993**
Electric Bus, open top shuttle bus

**Sub-series 021. Commercial Busses, 1988-1993**

**Sub-series 022. Organized Groups, 1975-1976**
Horseless Carriage Club, Wagoneer Club

**Sub-series 023. Visitors, General, 1890-1993**
Liz Zerbe and Richard Blair, Youths, Hippies, accessibility, historic images
Subseries 02: Visitor Impact: DRAWER 13

Sub-subseries 001. Parking, 1941-2000
Memorial Weekend, July 4th

Sub-subseries 002. Traffic, 1946-1990
Memorial Weekend, July 4th, flooding, Yosemite Valley Plan, Motor caravan tour

Sub-subseries 003. Litter, 1968-1990
Recycling

Sub-subseries 004. Detrimental Use of Resources, 1960-1993
Filming of Maverick, helicopters

Sub-subseries 005. Trail Conditions, 1990-1971

Sub-subseries 006. Crowding, 1968-1990

Historic graffiti

Sub-subseries 008. Overflights and Noise Pollution, 1984
Sound testing, fly over test

Sub-subseries 009. Domestic and Stock Animals, 1945-1983


Includes photo log sheets with descriptions

Sub-subseries 012. Wildlife, 1956-1974

Sub-subseries 013. Surrounding Area, 1967-1971
logging

Series H: Park History and Management, 1869-2000

Subseries 01: People: DRAWER 14

Sub-subseries 001. People, all
Adams, Ansel; Agassiz, Louis; Albright, Horace; Albright, Stanley T.; Anderson, Marian; Armburger, Les; Ashburner, W.; Bachmeyer, Chris; Barrymore, John; Bellow, Samuel; Belson, Jerry; Benson, Harry; Binniewies, Robert O.; Black, Alexander; Bolander; Boling, John; Boysen, J.T.; Brewe, William H.; Brocchini, Mike; Brubaker, Lloyd; Brunnel, L.H.; Bryant, H.C.; Burrough, John; Carlon, Nora Morgen; Castro, Larry; Clark, Galen; Colby, Wm. E.; Colfax, Schulyer; Conness, John; Conway, John; Crocker, Celia; Cross, Donald; Curry Family; Danner, Carl; Degnan Family; Dennison, Walter E.; Dill, John; Dixon, Michael; Douglas, David; Dutcher, Sally; Evans, Bill; Finley, Michael; Fiore, Nic; Fister, Kris; Fox, Don; Fremont, General John Charles; Fry, Bob; Gale, Claudine; Gaylor, Jack; Givens, Frank; Gold, Steve; Gordon, Eddie; Gray, Asa; Griffin, B.J.; Guidi, Denise; Gyer, Jane; Hackett, Marjorie; Hadley, ; Hansen, Bob; Hartwell, Bert; Harwell, Bert; Hickman, Steve; Hill, Thomas; Hite, John R.; Hite, Lucy; Hodgden, Jerry; Hodges, Claire Marie; Hoffmann, Charles; Hollinrake, John; Horowit, Cynthia; Houtz, Jim;
Howard, Bob; Hubbard, Blair; Hutchings, James and family; Jacobs, Jennifer; Johnson, Philip and Jay; Jorgensen, Chris; King, Clarence; King, Thomas Starr; Kinney, Jon; Frank A. Kittredge; Knierieman, Jack; Lambert, John B.; Lamon, James; LeConte, Joseph Nisbet; Lee, Jimmy; Leidig, Chas; Leidig, Fredrick; Lewis, W.B.; Macky, Ron; MaKenzie Family; Mather, Director Stephen; Matthes, Francois; McCayley, James; McGurk, Jack; Meyer, E.; Meyers, Lisa; Michael, Enid; Monroe, George F.; Morganson, Dana; Morris, James; Muir, John; Nelson, Billy; Nuttall, Thomas; Olmsted, Fredrick; Osborn, Mike; Parker, Julia; Parsons, Levi; Paxton, Jack; Payne, Cherry; Phillips, Nathan B.; Phinney, Jack; Preston, John C.; Reed, Harriet; Remmling, Horst; Richardsen, Chas; Riegelhuth; Robie, Inez; Rocca, Andrew; Roney, Bob; Roosevelt, Theodore; Sargent, Shirley; Schlichtmann, Frederick and Marg; Sharsmith, Carl; Smith, J.C.; Smith, Mallory; Snow, Albert; Snyder, Jim; Sovulewski, Gabriel; Steom, Gertrude; Sweet Sisters; Taft, William; Thatch, Kitty; Thomas, Billy; Thompson, Steve; Thompson, Celis Crocker; Townsley; Tucker, Kim; Van Wagtondonk, Jan; Vassar, David; VonWagondonk, Jan; Von Schmidt, Alexis; Walker, Joseph R. Walker; Washburn Brothers; Wellman, Mark; West, Loren; Whitney, Josiah D.; Wood, Captain A.E.; Yelverton, Theresa

Subseries 02: Sites and Structures: DRAWER 14

Sub-subseries 001. Residences, 1932-2000
Rangers Club, Degnan's house, Camp 6, remodel of Valley Housing (1994), Superintendent's house, Ahwahnee Meadow Row, Tecoya Dorms, Rancharia Flat, Motor Inn, Trailer Court, Riverview and Mountain Apartments, Wawona residences, Chiniquipin, Hodgdon, Mather Camp, Toulumne Meadows, Tuolumne Meadows bath house, Arch Rock, Abbeyville, El Portal Trailer Court

Sub-subseries 002. Lodges and Clubs, 1956-2000
Le Conte Memorial, Masonic Hall, Parsons Lodge, Wawona Community Center, Girls Club

Sub-subseries 003. Backcountry Cabins, barns, sites, remains, 1869-1990
McGurk Meadow Cabin, Curtin cabin, Washburn cabin, Old Hodgdon cabin, Crane Flan patrol cabin, Golden Crown Mine, Cuneo Cabin, Soda Springs, McCauley Ranch, Big Meadow Barns, site of La Casa Nevada, orchards, Snow Creek cabin, Lembert cabin, Hutchings house, Hutchings sawmill, Galen Clark's hospice, The Lake House, Lamon's Cabin, Buck Camp Cabin, Ostrander Cabin (Ostrander ski hut), Wellman Cabin, Muir sawmill, Gin Flat

Sub-subseries 004. High Sierra Camps, 1938-1999
Merced Lake, Vogelsang, May Lake, Glen Aulin, Sunrise, Tuolumne Meadow

Sub-subseries 005. Mines, 1953-1978
Tioga Mine, Hite's Cove, May Lundy Mine, Dana Summit mine, Dana Village, Great Sierra Cabin, Golden Crown Cabins, Bennetville

Glacier Point (reconstruction and dedication), El Capitan turnoff, Wawona Point, Washburn Point (Yosemite Fund restoration project), Inspiration Point, Tunnel View, Sierra Point. Red tinted images (approx. 20)

Sub-subseries 007. Signs, 1927-1997
Entrance, trail, road, warning and directional signs; wayside information; Mariposa grove; commemorative plaques; Tioga Pass Mather Plaque

Subseries 02: Sites and Structures: DRAWER 15

Sub-subseries 008. Warehouse and Maintenance Areas, 1976-1997

- Electrical Building, Yosemite Valley warehouse complex demolition, interpretation sound trailer


- Wawona Water System, Tuolumne Meadows water treatment facility, trash incinerator, sewer plant (installation), Washburn Ditch, Wawona water supply intake, powerhouse, pumphouse, telephone booth, telephone relay station, water tank, historic dump

Sub-subseries 010. Restrooms, 1976-1992

- Restrooms located at: Lembert Dome, Glacier Point, Yosemite Falls restoration project, campgrounds, Hetch Hetchy, South Entrance, Bug Camp, Mariposa Grove

Sub-subseries 011. Dams; Reservoirs; Hydroelectric Installations, 1913-1991

- Hetch Hetchy Reservoir (including construction and Hetch Hetchy Valley before inundation), O'Shaughnessy, Lake Eleanor, Penstock, Power House, Raker Act map


- Happy Isles water gage, air quality monitoring, water survey station, weather station

Sub-subseries 013. Fish Hatchery, 1927

- Happy Isles

Sub-subseries 014. Fire Structures, 1965-1997

- Crane Flat Lookout, Heness Ridge Lookout, Trumbull Peak Lookout

Sub-subseries 015. Jail, Court House, 1976-1990

Sub-subseries 016. Barricades; Rails; Fences, 1997

- repatriation

Sub-subseries 017. Blazes, 1968-1988

- Cavalry Tree Recovery

Sub-subseries 018. Cemetery, 1943-1964

Sub-subseries 019. Yosemite Valley Mall, 1940-1981

- Valley Visitor Center (construction), Yosemite Village Development Concept Plan, General Management Plan, Mall construction, Administration Building, Degnan's Deli, SAR Cash, Curry Warehouse

Sub-subseries 020. Visitor Centers, 2000

- Tuolumne Meadows Visitor Center, Happy Isles Nature Center, Wawona Visitor Center (proposed sites), Information Station at Mariposa Grove, Big Oak Flat Information Station, Yosemite Valley Visitor Center and Bookstore, Wilderness Center (opening)

Sub-subseries 021. Kennyville, 1925

Sub-subseries 022. Old Village, 1926-1960

- Yosemite Store

Sub-subseries 023. Museums and Exhibit Space, 1925-1998
Hill Studio, Mariposa Grove museum, Hetch Hetchy exhibit, Happy Isles, Valley Mall Museum, Indian Cultural Museum. Indian Village

**Sub-subseries 024. Entrance Stations, 1927-1996**
Arch Rock, Tioga Pass, South Entrance, Hetch Hetchy, Big Oak Flat, Crane Flat Entrance,

**Sub-subseries 025. Rangers Stations, 1926-1995**
Wawona District office; Wilderness Center; ranger stations at: Merced Lake, Tuolumne Meadows, Hodgdon Meadows, Badger Pass (A-frame), Crane Flat; SAR (Search and Rescue Cash)

**Sub-subseries 026. Administration Building, 1925-2000**
Yosemite Valley, El Portal, concession services

**Sub-subseries 027. Schools, 1879-2000**
El Portal Elementary, Yosemite Valley School, Wawona School

**Sub-subseries 028. Chapels, 1940-1991**
Yosemite Valley Chapel, El Portal Church

**Sub-subseries 029. Post Office, Bank, 1926, 1974-2000**
Wells Fargo Pioneer History Center

**Sub-subseries 030. Medical Buildings, 1927-1997**
Lewis Memorial Hospital, Medical Clinic

**Sub-subseries 031. Stores, Restaurants, Studios, 1940-2000**
Glacier Point Gift Shop, Tuolumne Meadows store, Happy Isles Snack Stand, Wawona Store, El Portal Market, Lost Arrow Studio, Best Studio, Village Store, Curry Village, Degnan's Deli, Great Yosemite Food and Beverage Co., Mariposa Gift Shop, Curry Photo Center, Pohono Studio, Ansel Adams Gallery, Bicycle Rental, Tour Stand, Lodge restaurants, Chris Jorgensen's Studio, Hill Studio, Savage Trading Post

**Sub-subseries 032. Gas Station and Garages, 1940-2000**
Tuolumne Meadows, Valley gas station demolition (1998);

**Sub-subseries 033. Bridges, 1950-2000**
Covered Bridge, Superintendent's Bridge, Stoneman Bridge, Swinging Bridge, Horse Bridge, Tamarck Bridge, Sentinel Bridge (Construction)

**Sub-subseries 034. Tunnels, 1963-1997**
Wawona Tunnel

**Sub-subseries 035. Parking, 1952-1987**

**Sub-subseries 036. Roads, 1927-1996**
Tioga road (construction), Coulterville Road, All Year Highway, Highway 140, El Portal Road, Glacier Point Road, Old Big Oak Flat Road

---

Subseries 02: Sites and Structures: DRAWER 16

**Sub-subseries 037. Yosemite Lodge, 1950-2000**
Pine Cottage

**Sub-subseries 038. Ahwahnee, 1941-1999**
Brace Bridge Dinner

**Sub-subseries 039. Camp Curry, 1952-1997**
Curry Village

Sub-series 041. Wawona Hotel, 1926-1997
Horse drawn carriage, Moore Cottage, Clarke Cottage, Manager's Cottage, Hotel Annex, Moore Cottage


Sub-series 043. Tuolumne Meadows Lodge, 1927-1989
High Sierra Camps

Sub-series 044. Early Yosemite Lodging, 1870-1946
Cedar Cottage, Big Tree Room, Glacier Point Hotel (Mountain House), La Casa Nevada, Ledig's Hotel Site, The Cosmopolitan, Stoneman House, Hutching's Hotel, Del Portal Hotel, Crocker's Station, Peregoy's Mountain House, Sentinel Hotel, Black's Hotel, Snow's Hotel, Clark's Station, Hutchings Hotel

Sub-series 045. Stables, 1887-1997
El Capitan stables, Kennyville, Cottman And Kenney's stables, Lessingia stables, Bennetville stables, Concession stables, Curry stables

Sub-series 046. Golf Course, 1952-1983

Sub-series 047. Swimming Pools, 1940-1987


Sub-series 049. Campgrounds and Fee Booths, 1938-2000
Pine Campground, Lower River, Upper River, Tuolumne Meadows Campground, Camp 4, Sunnyside Camp, Wawona Campground, Porcupine Flat, Outlaw Camp, Camp A.E. Wood, Camp 14, Camp 7. See Visitor Actives, camping (G-01-007)

Sub-series 050. Amphitheaters, 1940-1985
Lower River Amphitheater

Sub-series 051. Trails, 1886-1997
Valley Loop Trail, 4-Mile Trail, Happy Isles Trail, Panoramic Trail, Bike Paths, Vernal Falls Trail, Mist Trail, South Fork of Merced Trail, Tiltill Mountain Trail, Jack Main Canyon Trail, Hetch Hetchy Trail, Red Peak Pass, Merced Lake Trail, Big Oak Flat Road Trail, Union Point Trail, Sunrise Trail, Snow Creek Trail, Ostrander Trail, Budd Lake Trail, Yosemite Falls Trail, Lower Yosemite Falls area, Ten Lakes Trail, Pate Valley Trail, ladders on Vernal Falls Trail (1886),

Sub-series 052. Mariposa Grove, 1989
Curio Store, Grizzly Giant

Sub-series 053. Train Stations, Rail Road Remains

Subseries 03: Interpretation Division: DRAWER 16

Sub-series 001. Programs
Guided Walks and Hikes, 7 day loop trips, Carl Sharsmith, Mirror Lake evening walk, Tioga mine, Robert Fry, Len McKenzie, Robin Miyahara, Sean Eagan, Living History Program, field school, solar eclipse demonstration, bear management, river
ecology float trip, environmental education (EE) workshops, Mariposa Grove, Lee Stetsen, Shelton Johnson, Deaf Awareness Week, sign language, snowshoe walk, Dick Ewart, ski tour, Junior Rangers, N.E.E.D., audio tours, bicycle tours, Loop Hikes, FRS talk climbing demonstrations,

**Sub-series 002. Visitors Center**
Yosemite Valley, Tuolumne Meadows

Subseries 03: Interpretation Division: DRAWER 17

**Sub-series 003. Yosemite Pioneer History Center**
Living history program, 4th of July, Wawona Bridge, Stage Coach reconstruction, stage run, centennial celebration, Two Hoots and a Holler, Westwood Dancers performance

**Sub-series 004. Exhibits**
Happy Isles, Mariposa Grove museum, Tuolumne Meadows, Hetch Hetchy; wayside exhibits, bear encounters, Charley Harper

**Sub-series 005. Support Activities (Training, Preparation, Meetings)**

Sub-series 006. Public Information Office

Sub-series 007. Visitor Contact Horse Patrol, 1975-1977
Horse Sense Ranger Program. Includes 3 oversize color transparencies

Sub-series 008. Historic Photographs, 1923-1941
Yosemite Field School, ranger naturalist

Subseries 03: Interpretation Division: DRAWER 17-19

**Sub-series 009. Interpretive Slide Shows, 1975-2000**

Subseries 04: Protection Division: DRAWER 20

**Sub-series 001. General Protection Ranger Activities**
President John F. Kennedy, Ranger Thaddeus Bell, dispatch

**Sub-series 002. Search and Rescue (SAR)**
Gordon SAR, ski patrol. Sensitive

**Sub-series 003. Methods, Techniques, Training**

**Sub-series 004. Horse Patrol**
Includes unbound oversize color transparencies

**Sub-series 005. K-9**

**Sub-series 006. Incidents, Occurrences**
Crowds in Stoneman Meadow before riot on July 4, 1970, riot ranger training, Camp 14, Camp 7, Glen Aulin Trail, snow camping, picnicking, bear damage (also see H.05.004), Army plane crash 1957, Navy helicopter crash 1975, marijuana plants,

**Sub-series 007. Back Country, Wilderness Ranger Activities**
snow survey

**Sub-series 008. Historic Photographs, 1915-1942**
The First Rangers, Rangers Club, mounted Rangers, Ranger Pat Engel, campground ranger, Ranger Carl Danner

Subseries 05: Resource Management Division: DRAWER 20
  Sub-subseries 001. Archaeology, 1956-2001
ground penetrating radar, Hetch Hetchy Report, El Capitan Dump, Tuolumne Miwok repatriation at Hetch Hetchy. Contains restricted material
Youth Conservation Corps, Budd Lake, Horizon Fire blasting, Lyell Fork, Cathedral Lakes, Kiosk trail, plant propagation, Yosemite Falls Area, Happy Isles, Oak Woodland, Devil's Elbow, Lower River Campground, Merced River, El Capitan dump, Mirror Lake Sentinel Meadow, Stoneman Meadow, Ahwahnee Meadow, Merced River Restoration Slide Show
  Sub-subseries 003. Peregrine Program, 1982-1984

Sub-series 05: Resource Management Division: DRAWER 21
  Sub-subseries 004. Bear Management, 1926-1997
Historic images, Black Bear Management and Incident Summary Report, Kaerelian Bear dogs, educational and warning signs, improper food storage, food storage locker installation, Public awareness event at Sacramento Zoo, hanging food, apple picking, bear damage, Steven Thompson, Bear Captures

Sub-series 05: Resource Management Division: DRAWER 22
  Sub-subseries 005. Forestry, 1956-1991
Tree removal, vista clearing, Fomes Annosus, Needle Miner, Western Pine Beetle, Tussock Moth, Blister Rust, Mariposa Grove, Logging, Loren West, Willow Control, avalanche tree damage (Happy Isles, Rocky Point), wind damage, logging after 1990 fires, fire management, Pest Control Instructor's Training slides (534 images). Includes oversize 3
  Sub-subseries 006. Fish Planting/Fish Management, 1941-1991
China Lake, Moccasin Creek Fish Hatchery, Bearup Lake, Ardish Lake, Elizabeth Lake, Merced River fish study, Eastern Rainbow Trout, Eastern Brook Trout, Cutthroat Trout, Golden Trout, Brown Trout, Western Sucker, Bullhead, Riffle Sculpin, Field School, fish planting plane, Frog Creek Trap
Lee Vining Canyon
Deer relocation (Also see J-03-008-xxxx), bat survey
  Sub-subseries 009. Plant eradication, 1953, 1992
2-4-D spry, Ahwahnee Meadow, Bull Thistle, Sierra Currant, Klamath Weed
  Sub-subseries 010. Air Quality, 1987-1992
Turtleback Dome, effects of air pollution, air inversion, smoke, includes interpretive program on air quality

Subseries 05: Resource Management Division: DRAWER 22
NEPA program summary, water quality, Canyon Creek diversion dam, Pohono Stream Gage, hazardous waste, underground storage tank removal; Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA); Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)

**Sub-subseries 012. Glacier Survey, 1939-1971**

**Sub-subseries 013. Studies, 1975-1988**
Oak Tree Study, Great Grey Owl Study, Virginia Canyon Study/Wilderness Historic Resources Survey, Petroglyph,

**Sub-subseries 014. Historic Photographs, 1928-1962**
Spraying for mosquitos, Spraying for moths, archaeological excavations, deer management, Fish and Game Commission, big horn sheep found on Lyell glacier, bear incidents, erosion, Grizzly Giant, plants, hazardous tree removal

**Subseries 06: Fire Management Division: DRAWER 22**

**Sub-subseries 001. Fire Fighting Training, Employees, Equipment, and Structures, 1939-1991**
Bob Binnewies (Superintendent), John Byrne (Assistant Superintendent), Don Cross (Fire Management Officer), Henness Peak, Crane Flat, Aspen Valley, fire behavior, Beth Healey, Curry Fire Truck

**Sub-subseries 002. Prescribed Burn, 1969-1994**
El Capitan Meadow, Merced Grove, Leidig Meadow. Includes 6 oversize color transparencies

**Sub-subseries 003. Incidents, non-forest fire, 1969-1977**
Yosemite Valley Stable fire, Glacier Point Hotel and Mountain House (also see H-02-043-xxxx), Wawona Dorm fire, Curry Village ice rink and bike stand. Includes 6 oversize color transparencies

**Sub-subseries 004. 1987 Fires, 1987**
Green Meadow Fire, Lost Bear Fire,

**Subseries 06: Fire Management Division: DRAWER 22-23**

**Sub-subseries 005. 1990 Fires, 1990**
Arch Rock (A-Rock) Fire, Steamboat Fire, Highway 120, Foresta, Shirley Sargent, Tamarack Creek Ridge, Crane Flat, Camp Mather, Merced Grove, El Portal, Highway 41, Highway 140, Wawona, tree crews, helicopter support, Fire Information Office (FIO), Closing the park, Ahwahnee Picnic, Superintendent Michael Finley, NASA satellite photos, regrowth, logging, regrowth

**Sub-subseries 006. Ackerson Complex, 1996**

**Sub-subseries 007. Forest Fires, Various, 1941-1999**
Laurel Lake Fire, Pate Valley Fire, Aspen Valley Fire, South Landing Fire, Walker Fire, Ostrander Fire, Canyon/Arch Rock Fires (1968), Mosquito Creek Fire, Union Point Fire, Megge Fire, Indian Creek Fire, many others. Fire scars, burn areas, smoke

**Sub-subseries 008. Historic Photographs, 1931-1941**
CCC fire crew, fire pump, Fire Trucks, equipment, weather bureau, Sam Clark, dispatch
Subseries 07: Maintenance Division: DRAWER 23

Sign Shop, Machine Shop, road construction, erosion control, utilities

Sub-subseries 002. Trails Maintenance, 1939-1989
Packers (pack train), Jim Snyder, May Lake, trail crew, putting up Half Dome cables, Chilnualna Trail, Mariposa Grove, Happy Isles horse trail, Grizzly Peak blasting, Mist Trail Roackfall, Rafferty Meadow Trail, Yosemite Falls Trail Rockfall, Yosemite Falls trail blasting

Sub-subseries 003. Snow Removal, 1941-1993
Sno-Go, rotary plow, Tioga Road, Badger Pass,

Sub-subseries 004. Refuse Removal, 1952-1987
Curry Dump, recycling. See G-03-003-xxxx

Sub-subseries 005. Historic Photographs, 1940-1967
Proposed tramway route to Glacier Point, snow plows, culvert, trail crew

Subseries 08: Administration Division: DRAWER 23

Sub-subseries 001. Awards, 1990, 1997
Achievement awards, Barry Hance Award

Sub-subseries 002. Meetings and Personnel, 1990-1992
sign study, Michael Finely, BJ Griffin, Frank Dean, Jan Van Wagtendonk, Len McKenzie, laurel Boyers, Karen Warren, Oly Olson, Larry Pointer, Louise Johnson, Jeff Keay, Mallory Smith, Kim Tucker,

General Management Plan (GMP) press release, Don Fox, Mallory Smith, Superintendent Finely, Yosemite National Park Employee Housing Show. Finley

Sub-subseries 004. Planning, 1972-2000
Master Plan, General Management Plan (GMP), Valley Implementation Plan (VIP), open house, road tour, Merced River Canyon Committee, Merced River Plan, Draft Yosemite Valley Plan, Valley Implementation Plan, 1997 Flood Recovery Program

Sub-subseries 005. General Activities/Projects, 1961-1985
Congressional Oversight Hearing (1985), Volunteers, Kowski College

Sub-subseries 006. Historic Photographs, 1941-1966
Women uniforms, Willa Sawyer, NPS emblem, Department of Interior emblem, Superintendent Kitttridge pack trip party, Conference in Big Trees

Subseries 09: Concessions Management: DRAWER 23

Sub-subseries 001. NPS Concessions Management Activities, 1985-1992
Inspections, public protest of the Concession Management Plan, Yosemite Park and Curry Co. employee strike

Subseries 10: Park Partners and Organizations: DRAWER 23

Sub-subseries 001. Yosemite Fund/Yosemite Association/ Yosemite Conservancy, 1963-1994
Yosemite Natural History Association (YNHA), Art Center Program, Backpacking trips, Volunteer Program, annual meetings, rafting, publications, field school, Steve Botti, Walter Sydoriak, moving railroad cars and Bagby station to El Portal

Sub-series 002. Yosemite Institute, 1983-1993

Subseries 10: Park Partners and Organizations: DRAWER 24

Sub-series 003. Yosemite Renaissance, 1984-1995
Poster competitions, entry slides, exhibit pieces, exhibit openings, Children’s Art Show. Original children’s artwork, ink or pencil on 8

Sub-series 004. Youth Conservation Corps (YCC), 1973-1994
Round House, Chiefs house, bear boxes, Glen Aulin

Sub-series 005. Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), 1933-1941
Construction, Wawona Road, restoration projects, planting, Thistle removal, gooseberry removal, Cascades Camp, Camp Illilouette, Wawona Camp, Camp 3, Camp 6, Camp 4, Camp 7, Half Dome cables, baseball, boxing, swimming,

Subseries 10: Park Partners and Organizations: DRAWER 25


Washburn Point restoration project, dedication of Yosemite Falls sign, donor recognition, Yosemite license plate program, Chevron volunteers

Earth Care, East Clampus Uitus, volunteer groups, boy scouts (rattlesnake safety), Yosemite Advisory Board (Superintendent Kittredge, Buwalda, Olmsted, Colby)

Subseries 11: Observances and Celebrations: DRAWER 25

Sub-series 009. Dedications, 1985-1997
World Heritage Site, Yosemite Stamp Issuing, Glacier Point Dedication, New Tioga Entrance Dedication, Yosemite Research Center Dedication, Dedication of Dean Coffey Campground, Dow installation of recycling cans press event, Electric Bus Dedication, opening ceremonies museum lobby/Indian village, E Clampus Vitus dedication of Sausage plaque, ceremony for new Mariposa Grove exhibits,

Sub-series 002. Special Events, 1972-1995
Art Fair on the Mall, demolition of Valley buildings, Yosemite Fund ceremony to acknowledge museum contributions, Mariposa County Pioneer Wagon Train, electric vehicle symposium, High Country trip with National Geographic photographer, Sierra Club Bike-a-thon, Lee Stetson, Superintendent's Old-Timers Reunion, Volunteer recognition in Sacramento, Awards, Bicentennial Play in Yosemite Valley, Ribbon burning ceremony, Geographic, Jerry M. Mitchell. Presented at Yosemite Transportation Symposium. Includes negatives and 3x5 color prints
Sub-subseries 003. Filming, 1985-1993
Filming of the Maverick, CBS 48 Hours, Wide World of Sports, Filming Sierra TV series

Sub-subseries 004. Earthday Celebrations, 1990
Sue Fritzke, Yosemite Institute, Home Planet Hootenanny, Mike Finley, Chevron Volunteers

Sub-subseries 005. Centennial Celebrations, 1990
Mike Finley, Bob Fry, Jennifer Jacobs, Sign Language, Lee Stetsen, Rod Nash
Reception, Centennial Exhibit at Fresno Mall, Cherry Payne. Includes three oversize color transparencies

Subseries 11: Observances and Celebrations: DRAWER 26

Sub-subseries 006. NPS 75th Anniversary, 1991
Narad/Rumble and Tingsdal concert, Army Band concert, time capsule burial

Sub-subseries 007. Black History Month, 1992-1994
Herb Cabels

Sub-subseries 008. Easter Sunrise Church Service, Mirror Lake and other religious services, 1940-1961
Church Bowl, Chapel

Sub-subseries 009. The Firefall, 1942-1965
Firefall off Half Dome

Sub-subseries 010. Brace Bridge Dinner

Director Robert Santon, Secretary of Interior Jim Watt, Director Ridenour, Lujan, Hodel, Mayor Feinstein, Queen Elizabeth, President Sunay of Turkey, President John F. Kennedy, Susan Ford

Sub-subseries 012. Historic Photographs, 1903-
President Theodor Roosevelt, Opening Mariposa Road, Firefall, Horace Albright, pageant, Dedication of Old Village, Ersa of the Redwoods, Winter Carnival, Bracebridge Dinner

Subseries 12: Natural Occurrences: DRAWER 26

Sub-subseries 001. Drought, 1977
Hetch Hetchy Reservoir

Sub-subseries 002. Lightening Strike, 1985

Sub-subseries 003. Rockfalls/Rockslides, 1940-1996

Sub-subseries 004. Snow, 1952-1995
Damage, avalanche

Sub-subseries 005. wind/Tree Fall, 1948-1988
Evidence of tree damage to: Substation, Ostrander, Yosemite Lodge, Big Trees Lodge, Yosemite Lodge, El Portal Trailer Court, Camp 6. Big oak/tram accident, Mono wind evacuation

**Sub-series 006. Flooding, 1950-1996**

*Subseries 12: Natural Occurrences: DRAWER 26-27*

**Sub-series 007. 1997 Flooding, Highwater Incident, 1997**
archaeology survey, Superintendent BJ Griffin, Scott Gediman. Includes paper documents (photo logs)

**Sub-series 008. Historic Photographs, 1935-1950**
research library report photo, Old Village, Yosemite Lodge

*Subseries 13: Curatorial: DRAWER 27*

**Sub-series 001. Fine Art, Paintings and Photographs**
Painters: Armstrong, Ayres, Best, Bierstadt, Burgess, Burgdorff, Carter, Cummings, Heath, Hill, Jorgensen, Keith, Laycock, Moran, Sampson, Shafer, Travernier, Widforss, Williams, Yelanti (includes some historic images of artist and families and paintings not in the Yosemite Museum collection). Photographers: Boysen, Fagersteen, Fiske, Matthes, Muybridge, Peabody, Taylor, Tilmer, Watkins, Weed (includes some historic images of photographers and families). Includes paper documents and large format (8x10) color transparency

**Sub-series 002. Ethnography, 1963-1997**
Atkinson Collection, Baskets, Phoebe Hogan, Julia Parker, Helen Haber, Charles Leidig Stabley and Agnes Castro; G.A. Steiner Collection; Marion Steinback Collection, accorn preparation, Viola Wessel, Tuolumne Acorn Festival, roundhouse, John Kelly, Ed Montanucci, Molly Jackson, Old Indian Village, Laura Somerall; Schwabacher material (not in Yosemite Museum Collection); Objects in the Yosemite Museum Collection

*Subseries 13: Curatorial: DRAWER 28*

**Sub-series 003. Collections, 1967-1999**
Glass stereographs (hand-tinted), photographs, historic objects, Hutchings Expedition album, vehicles, postcards, magazine, travel ephemera, books, natural history, Washburn

**Sub-series 004. Exhibits, 1939-1971**
Yosemite Valley Museum, Artist in Residence exhibit, Centennial exhibit, Yosemite Valley Visitor Center, Transportation exhibit, Indian Cultural Museum exhibit, Children's Art Show

**Sub-series 005. Museum facility, 1904-1995**

**Sub-series 006. Curatorial Activities, 1967-1995**
Museum cataloging training, Gore House, storage, rebottling wet specimens, Nitrate Negative preservations, Research and slide libraries, Calvary Tree Recovery

**Sub-series 007. Museum staff**
Personnel: Norma Craig, Barbara Beroza, Ed John, Craig Bates, Martha Lee, Dave Forgang, Letty Deloach (also see Lou Smaus collection)

Series I: Subject Files, 1867-1995

Subseries 01: Military in Yosemite: DRAWER 29

Subseries 02: Mining: DRAWER 29

Subseries 03: Logging: DRAWER 29

Subseries 04: Farming, Ranching, Herding, Hunting: DRAWER 29

Subseries 05: Transportation: DRAWER 29

Sub-subseries 001. Horse Drawn Vehicles; Horseback, 1974-1915
  Stage Coach

Sub-subseries 002. Trains, 1912-1937

Sub-subseries 003. Busses, 1916-1930

Sub-subseries 004. Auto, 1901-1927

Sub-subseries 005. Other, circa 1919

Subseries 06: Report Images: DRAWER 29

Subseries 07: Graphics: DRAWER 29

Subseries 08: Women in NPS: DRAWER 29

Subseries 09: Safety: DRAWER 29

Subseries 10: Volunteers: DRAWER 29

Subseries 11: 1990 Fires, Public Information Office: DRAWER 29

Subseries 12: Campground Management: DRAWER 29

Subseries 13: Student Teacher Project: DRAWER 29

Series J: Donated Collections, 1941-2000

Subseries 01: Anderson, Ralph, 1930-1951: DRAWER 30

Subseries 02: Baptist, Angnes, 1959-1983: DRAWER 30
Subseries 04: Burak, Dorothy, 1953: DRAWER 30
Subseries 05: Cowles, Carl (Orange County Archives), undated: DRAWER 30
Subseries 06: Dunnagan, Robert: Shelf 777
Subseries 08: Ferguson, William E., 1974-1975: DRAWER 30
Subseries 09: Finck, Nathan, 1960-1969: Shelf 777
Subseries 10: Gates, J. Kenneth, 1956: DRAWER 30
Subseries 11: Guerghty, Tom, 1970 November 23: DRAWER 30
Subseries 12: Hood, M.V., 1941-1968: DRAWER 31
Subseries 13: Horton, Elouise, circa 1950: DRAWER 31
Subseries 14: Huber, N. King, 1988-1997: DRAWER 31
Subseries 16: Jessen, Bob, 1953: DRAWER 32
Subseries 18: LaLande, Al, 1958: DRAWER 32
Subseries 19: Mann, Ray M. Jr., undated: DRAWER 32
Subseries 22: Nellums, O., 1974-1986: DRAWER 32
Subseries 23: Patterson, Raleigh L., 2000: DRAWER 32
Subseries 24: Potts, Robert, 1950-1986: DRAWER 32
Subseries 25: Ribble, Marion C.: DRAWER 32
Subseries 26: Salas, Fermin, 1987: DRAWER 32


Subseries 28: Sharsmith, Carl, 1959-1972: DRAWER 33


Subseries 30: Stevenson, James W., 1978: DRAWER 34

Subseries 31: Thompson, Erwin (NPS research historian), 1954-1959: DRAWER 34

Subseries 32: Thompson, Steve and Kendall, 1998: DRAWER 34

Subseries 33: Tyler, Phil: DRAWER 34

Subseries 34: Wahrhafig, Clyde, 1961-1992: DRAWER 34

Subseries 35: Wood, Tom, 1983: DRAWER 34


Series K: Concessioners Collections: DRAWER 35-39